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STATE OF NEW MEXICO 
BEFORE THE WATER QUALITY CONTROL COMMISSION 

 
____________________________________ 
      ) 
      ) 
In the Matter of:    )  
      )  
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO  )    No. WQCC 21-26 (R) 
UTILITY OPERATOR   ) 
CERTIFICATION,    ) 
20.7.4 NMAC    ) 
      ) 
____________________________________)  
    

NEW MEXICO ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT'S 
 NOTICE OF INTENT TO PRESENT TECHNICAL TESTIMONY 
 
 Pursuant to 20.1.6.202 NMAC and the Scheduling Order issued by the Chair of the Water 

Quality Control Commission on May 27, 2021, the New Mexico Environment Department 

(“Department” or “NMED”) submits this Notice of Intent to Present Technical Testimony for the 

hearing in this matter currently scheduled to begin on August 10, 2021. 

 1. Entity for whom the witnesses will testify 

 The witnesses will testify for the Drinking Water Bureau of the Water Protection 

Division of the Department. 

2. Identity of witnesses 
 
 The Department will call the following witnesses to present technical testimony at the 

hearing: 

 Eric Hall is the Program Manager of the Department’s Utility Operator Certification 

Program within the Drinking Water Bureau.  His resume is attached as NMED Exhibit 4.  Mr. 

Hall’s written direct testimony is attached as NMED Exhibit 1. 

pamela.jones
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  Joe Martinez is the Bureau Chief of the Department’s Drinking Water Bureau.  His resume 

is attached as NMED Exhibit 5. Mr. Martinez’s written direct testimony is attached as NMED 

Exhibit 2. 

 Cathie Eisen is the Chair of the Utility Operator Certification Advisory Board. Her 

resume is attached as NMED Exhibit 6. Ms. Eisen’s written direct testimony is attached as 

NMED Exhibit 3. 

3. Estimated duration of direct oral testimony of witnesses 

Mr. Hall  30 minutes 
 
Mr. Martinez  20 minutes  
 
Ms. Eisen  15 minutes 
 

 
 4. List of exhibits to be offered by the Department at the hearing 

A list of exhibits that the Department intends to offer into evidence in this matter is attached 

to this Notice. The Department reserves the right to introduce and move for admission of any other 

exhibit in support of direct or rebuttal testimony at the hearing.  

Respectfully submitted, 

    NEW MEXICO ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT 
    OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL 
 
 
    By:  /s/ Annie Maxfield    
     Annie Maxfield 
     Assistant General Counsel 
     121 Tijeras Avenue NE, Ste 1000 
     Albuquerque, New Mexico 87102 
     Telephone (505) 660-0966 
     Fax: (505) 383-2064 
     Email:  Annie.Maxfield@state.nm.us 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing New Mexico Environment Department’s Notice 

of Intent to Present Technical Testimony was filed with the Administrator of the WQCC via 

electronic mail on July 27, 2021: 

 
 
    /s/ Annie Maxfield   
Annie Maxfield 
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NMED Exhibit List - WQCC 21-26 (R) 
 
NMED Exhibit 1 Written Direct Testimony of Eric Hall 
 
NMED Exhibit 2 Written Direct Testimony of Joe Martinez 
 
NMED Exhibit 3 Written Direct Testimony of Cathie Eisen 
 
NMED Exhibit 4 Resume of Eric Hall 
 
NMED Exhibit 5 Resume of Joe Martinez 
 
NMED Exhibit 6 Resume of Cathie Eisen 
 
NMED Exhibit 7 Updated Proposed Statement of Reasons 
 
NMED Exhibit 8 Updated Proposed Amendments to 20.7.4 NMAC  
 
NMED Exhibit 9 NMED's Notification of Public Hearing sent to New Mexico Legislative 

Council Service 
 
NMED Exhibit 10 NMED's Notification of Public Hearing published on the Drinking Water 

Bureau's Webpage 
 
NMED Exhibit 11 NMED's Notification of Public Hearing sent to New Mexico Small 

Business Regulatory Advisory Commission 
 
NMED Exhibit 12 NMED's Notice of Public Hearing published in the New Mexico Register 

Volume XXXII, Issue 11 
 
NMED Exhibit 13 NMED's Notice of Public Hearing published in The Santa Fe New 

Mexican 
 
NMED Exhibit 14 NMED's Notification of Public Hearing published on the New Mexico 

Sunshine Portal 
 
NMED Exhibit 15 WQCC Meeting Minutes, December 12, 2000 
 
NMED Exhibit 16 WQCC Meeting Minutes, August 8, 2006 
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STATE OF NEW MEXICO 
WATER QUALITY CONTROL COMMISSION 

 
IN THE MATTER OF: PROPOSED AMENDMENTS                                     
TO UTILITY OPERATOR CERTIFICATION,    WQCC 21-26 (R) 
20.7.4 NMAC 
 
 

DIRECT TECHNICAL TESTIMONY OF ERIC HALL 

 
I.     INTRODUCTION 

 
      This technical testimony is submitted by Eric Hall, the Certification Officer and Manager 

for the Utility Operator Certification Program (“Program”), Drinking Water Bureau, Water 

Protection Division, New Mexico Environment Department (“NMED”) for the public hearing on 

the Department’s proposed amendments to the New Mexico Utility Operator Certification 

Regulations, 20.7.4 NMAC. 

      The hearing is to be held before the Water Quality Control Commission (“WQCC” or 

“Commission”) virtually via Cisco WebEx on August 10, 2021.  The purpose of this testimony is 

to describe the purpose for drafting the proposed amendments being put forth today.  This 

testimony will include the reasoning behind the proposed revisions, the processes taken to solicit 

and incorporating input from the regulated community and the public, and details of compliance 

with the notification requirements for the rulemaking hearing. 

 
II. BACKGROUND AND EXPERIENCE 

 
      I, Eric Hall, have been employed with the Program for six years and have held the 

Certification Officer/Program Manager position for Water and Wastewater Operators in the state 

of New Mexico since February of 2017.  The Program functions within NMED’s Water Protection 

Division, Drinking Water Bureau.  My position as Manager of the Program is to ensure that public 

water and wastewater certified operators comply with all components of the Federal Clean Water 
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Act and the New Mexico Utility Operator Certification Act, NMSA 1978, Sections 61-33-1 to -

10.  In my capacity as the Certification Officer and Program Manager, I serve as the Executive 

Secretary to the Utility Operator Certification Advisory Board (“Board”).  I coordinate with the 

Board to set their quarterly meeting dates and agendas, evaluate and update operator experience 

and need-to-know criteria for all utility operator certification levels, to present newly elected Board 

members to the WQCC for final appointment and to plan and testify before the WQCC regarding 

amendments to the Utility Operator Certification Rule. 

      I currently hold Water Supply level 4 and a Wastewater Systems level 4 certifications 

which are the highest possible levels of certification of each type in the state of New Mexico.  I 

have worked in the water and wastewater industry for almost 40 years.  The water and wastewater 

systems I have been previously employed ranged from traditionally conventional to state-of-the-

art advanced process design.  I have an Associated of Applied Science degree in general studies 

with an emphasis on water technology from the Santa Fe Community College, which is located in 

Santa Fe, New Mexico.  Further details of my qualifications are found in my resume, which is 

NMED Exhibit 4. 

 
III. DRAFTING OF PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO 20.7.4 NMAC 
 

      Over the past several years, the Program and Drinking Water Bureau acknowledged that 

the current Utility Operator Certification Regulations in 20.7.4 NMAC regulations were vague in 

some areas and needed clarification.  The ambiguity had left various areas of the regulations open 

to interpretation which required in-depth communications from a multitude of levels surrounding 

the profession of water and wastewater treatment with the Program to clarify.  In the process of 

addressing these clarifications, additional proposed amendments were reviewed and discussed to 

bring an all-inclusive set of changes before the WQCC for review.  This set of additional proposed 
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amendments will bring the regulations up to the current date and address several technological 

advances in treatment methods, certification notification methods, remote monitoring, remote 

operations, various definitions, and the creation of new levels of certification.  During this time 

period the Department also recognized that the fee structures set forth in 20.7.4 NMAC were 

outdated and not keeping pace with the increased cost of providing certification services to the 

operator community. 

      The process of drafting the proposed amendments involved Program staff, the Board, 

NMED Drinking Water Bureau’s supervisory management, leading individuals involved in utility 

operator training and water/wastewater treatment educational scholars.  The Program also 

considered input from the New Mexico Rural Water Association, the New Mexico Water and 

Wastewater Association, and individual certified operators throughout the stakeholder outreach 

process. 

      My testimony in this section briefly describes the reasoning behind the following proposed 

amendments to 20.7.4 NMAC. 

 
 A.  Proposed Amendments to Definitions, 20.7.4.7 NMAC 
 

 In 20.7.4.7(C) and 20.7.4.7(N) NMAC, the Department proposes changing language in the 

definitions of “certified operator” and “operator” from the word “person” to “individual.” “Person” 

is defined in 20.7.4.7(O) NMAC as “any agency, department or instrumentality of the United 

States and any of its officers, agents or employees, the state or any agency, institution or political 

subdivision thereof, any public or private corporation, individual, partnership, association or other 

entity, and includes any officer or governing or managing body of any political subdivision or 

public or private corporation.”  This definition tracks similar language in NMSA 1978, Section 

61-33-2(G).  However, the Program can only certify an individual.  The Program had received 
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inquiries from operators and water systems about whether a corporation or political subdivision of 

a governmental entity could be certified.  The proposed change to the definition of “certified 

operator” clarifies that a certified operator may only be an individual person.  

 The Department proposes to expand the definition of “experience” in 20.7.4.7(K) NMAC.   

The concept of “experience” should be more specific to each type of utility certification and should 

list the duties involved within the scope of each certification type.  As currently written, the 

regulation is not clear whether, for example, water experience could be applied to applications for 

wastewater certification, and vice versa. 

 The Department proposes a definition of “general service area” in 20.7.4.7(L) NMAC to 

better delineate the boundaries of a particular service area.  This definition is necessary due to the 

proposed amendments to 20.7.4.20(A) and 20.7.4.20(B) NMAC, which explain that a certified 

operator must be in the general service area to operate a system and provide supervision for the 

safety and health of individuals and the environment.  The addition of “general service area” to 

20.7.4.20(A) NMAC replaces the term “on site,” which operators and the Program found to be 

vague and cause confusion.  20.7.4.20(B) NMAC explains what tasks an operator can perform in 

and outside of the general service area.  Due to technological improvements, operators are now 

able to perform process monitoring remotely without being physically located within the general 

service area.  The Department found a typographical error 20.7.4.20(B) NMAC.  The sentence 

should be written as: “Certified operator supervision and direction must be provided within the 

general service area for any process control changes, process monitoring may be done outside the 

general service area.”  The language is corrected in the updated proposed amendments to 20.7.4 

NMAC, NMED Exhibit 8.  

 In 20.7.4.7(M) NMAC, the Department proposes striking a portion of the definition of the 

term “operate,” which simplifies the definition for clarification. The words “the term operate does 
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not include the operation of monitoring equipment from a distantly remote location” caused 

confusion since the terms ‘monitoring’ and ‘distantly remote location’ are not defined in the 

definition section of 20.7.4 NMAC.  

 In 20.7.4.7(O) NMAC, the Department proposes the creation of an operator in training 

certification to create an entry level position in the field of public water and wastewater 

professions.  From discussions with public water and wastewater systems and the certified operator 

community, the Department feels these new certification classes will benefit not only persons with 

the minimum educational requirements to enter the profession but also will provide potential 

employers in the profession a focused group of candidates to choose from to fill current or future 

vacancies.  The operator in training candidates must pass the level one certification exams and 

then must only obtain one year of experience to attain full level one certification status. 

 In 20.7.4.7(N) NMAC, the Department proposes to remove the word “owner” from the 

definitions section.  In the current 20.7.4 NMAC, an “owner” has the responsibility to contact the 

Department in the event of personnel changes.  The Department is proposing to place the 

responsibility of employer changes on the certified operators, as described below in testimony 

concerning 20.7.4.20(F) NMAC.  The only other place the word “Owner” is used in the 

Regulations is the Temporary Certification Section, currently 20.7.4.23 NMAC, which the 

Department proposes to remove from the regulations. 

 In 20.7.4.7(R) NMAC, the Department proposes to add the word “program” in the 

definitions section to designate the Utility Operator Certification Program as the certifying entity 

in the state of New Mexico. 

 In 20.7.4.7(U) NMAC, the Department proposes to add the term “relevant experience” and 

a definition for that term to support the expanded, proposed definitions of experience for each 

certification level and type proposed in 20.7.4.7(K) NMAC. 
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 In 20.7.4.7(V) NMAC, the Department proposes to strike a portion of the definition of the 

word “supervision” due to misunderstandings created by the use of the words “does not include 

the operation of monitoring equipment from a distantly remote location” in the definition of the 

word.  The Department intends that language about “general service area” added to 20.7.4.7(L) 

NMAC and 20.7.4.20 NMAC will clarify the physical location from which a certified operator can 

provide supervision and perform other tasks. 

 
 B. Proposed Amendments to Certification Levels, Treatment Processes, and  
  General Requirements 
  

 In 20.7.4.10(I) NMAC, the Department proposes to add “operator in training” certification 

levels to the list of utility operator certifications available in the state of New Mexico.  An operator 

in training has met educational requirements and has passed a level one certification exam and 

only lacks the minimum one year of experience to be classified as a level 1 operator.  As described 

above, the Department intends that this new level of certification will remove barriers to enter to 

the field of water and wastewater utility operation by creating a type of apprenticeship program to 

allow individuals who have passed certification tests to learn under the supervision of more 

experienced operators.  

 In the table located in 20.7.4.12(A) NMAC, the Department proposes to raise the level of 

certification required to perform certain tasks.  Due to the technical level of knowledge required 

to operate pressure filtration units, the Department proposes to raise the level of certification 

required to operate these units from a Water Supply level two to a Water Supply level three. Due 

to the technical level of knowledge required to operate ion exchange units the Department proposes 

to raise the level of certification required to operate these units from a Water Supply level two to 

a Water Supply level three. Due to the technical level of knowledge required and chemical health 

hazards associated with sampling, analyzing, and administering fluoride in drinking water the 
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Department proposes to raise the level of certification required in a fluoridated water system from 

Small Water Supply and Water Supply level two (2) to Small Water Advanced and Water Supply 

level three (3).  Because these processes generally require a higher level of knowledge than is 

expected in level two operators, operators should attain a higher level of certification in order to 

better protect human health and the environment.  

  In the table located in 20.7.4.12(A) NMAC, the Department proposes an expanded 

description of the type of treatment processes included on the row listed as “Special, such as 

desalination” to include UV disinfection and Ozone for clarification as to what is considered 

“special” treatment.  The Program receives many calls and emails to explain what processes are 

considered “Special” from utility directors, managers, NMED compliance teams and operators.  

To provide a few more examples of what would be considered “Special” treatment processes, the 

Department proposes additional language in this subsection.  

 In 20.7.4.12(C) NMAC, the Department proposes amendments to the “Type of Water 

Sampling” certification levels and duties chart to list an updated date. In the table in 20.7.4.12(C) 

NMAC, the Department proposes Disinfection By-Product Rule, Lead and Copper Rule 

compliance, Free Chlorine Residual by DPD method and pH by probe sampling be added for the 

Water Sample Technician level one, due to the simplicity of these methods.  This proposal expands 

the allowable duties of this certification level. 

 In the table located in 20.7.4.13(A) NMAC, the Department proposes to add “such as UV 

disinfection and Ozone” to expand the description of what is meant as “Advanced waste treatment 

process.”  The Program receives many calls and emails to explain what processes are considered 

“Advanced” from Utility Directors, Managers, NMED Compliance teams and operators.  To 

provide a few more examples of what would be considered “Advanced” treatment processes, the 

Department proposes additional language in this subsection.  
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 In 20.7.4.14(A) NMAC, the Department proposes to add the Water Sample Technician 1 

(WST1) as a lesser included certification of a Small Water Advanced certification, since the 

knowledge required to hold a WST1 certification is encompassed within the knowledge required 

to have attained Small Water Advanced certification. 

 In 20.7.4.14(I) NMAC, the Department proposes to add the certification Wastewater Lab 

Technician 1 (WWLT1) as a lesser included certification of a wastewater level 3 (WW3) 

certification, due to an omission of this level as a lesser certification in the regulations that are 

currently in effect.  The knowledge required to hold a WWLT1 certification is encompassed within 

the knowledge required to have attained a WW3 certification. 

 In 20.7.4.14(J) NMAC, the Department proposes to add the certification WWLT1 as a 

lesser certification to the wastewater level 4 (WW4) certification, due to an omission in the 

regulations that are currently in effect.  The knowledge required to hold a WWLT1 certification is 

encompassed within the knowledge required to have attained a WW4 certification.  

 In 20.7.4.20(D) NMAC, the Department proposes to strike the words “The owner shall 

notify the department in writing of the name of the new certified operator within thirty days after 

the replacement of the certified operator” in order to place the responsibility of notification on 

operators to update their employer when they change employment.  Because the Program’s scope 

of authority is individual operators and not drinking water systems, the Program does not have the 

ability to enforce a provision that requires owners of systems to update with the Department when 

operators are hired or leave employment.  The Department neglected to strike this language in the 

proposed amendments submitted with the petition, so the updated version of the proposed 

amendments, NMED Exhibit 8, reflects this change.   
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 In 20.7.4.20(E) NMAC, the Department proposes to add the verbiage “water sample 

technician or wastewater laboratory technician” to clarify functions that are restricted to those 

certifications.  The current regulations inadvertently do not list these two certifications.   

 In 20.7.4.20(F) NMAC, the Department proposes to add language to require operators to 

update their contact information in the operator data base by imposing a fine of $10.00 per month 

for failing to update required personal contact and employer information.  Since the Program sends 

notifications of certificate renewals, electronic payment links for renewals, electronic payment 

links for application fees, phone communications of specific issues of their certification status and 

other programmatic Gov Delivery emails, the requirement for operators to provide the most current 

contact information is imperative.  The Department proposes a penalty of $10.00 per month with 

a maximum of three years or $360.00 to take punitive action against certified operators who fail 

to keep the Program updated with the most recent contact information.  When a utility operator’s 

certification will expire, the Program sends a notice of renewal to that operator.  If that operator is 

the operator of record for a public water or wastewater facility and their certification had lapsed, 

the Department’s Compliance Enforcement teams within the Drinking Water Bureau contact the 

Program concerning the violation of compliance paperwork being initiated against the public 

system due to the operator of record’s expired certification status.   The Program uses every method 

of contact in proposed 20.7.4.20(F) NMAC to reach the operator to inform them of their 

certification status and work with the Operator to bring their certification back to an active state.  

The Department also proposes methods by which operators can verify their contact information.   

 In 20.7.4.21(A)(3) NMAC, the Department proposes to add the word “nontransferable” to 

clarify that an application fee for an individual cannot be utilized by a different applicant, 

application, exam, or exam date with the only exclusion of one preapproved exam reschedule date. 
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 In 20.7.4.22(A) NMAC, the Department proposes, for all levels of certification, to require 

completion of high school, GED, or high school equivalency test (HiSET), with a passing grade 

without any substitutions of experience time for an individual to become certified as referenced in 

20.7.4.22(B)(2)(a) of the current regulations.  The Department also proposes to include language 

that relevant experience is required for all levels of certification, with the exclusion of the operator 

in training level, and the successful completion of the required training credits for certification.  

The edits and added table will provide clarity and ease in using the regulations for both the operator 

community and the Program.   

 In 20.7.4.22(B) NMAC, the Department proposes to insert the verbiage “Successfully pass 

the written examination for the level of certification applied for.” The Department proposes to 

strike language from the current 20.7.4.22(A) NMAC, which is consolidated on the proposed 

insertion of a minimum requirements for certification table. 

 In 20.7.4.22(C)(1) NMAC, the Department proposes adding the word “relevant” to define 

experience.  Adding the word “relevant” will provide greater clarity for operators, as the 

Department proposes to add the term “relevant experience” to the definition section in 20.7.4.7(U) 

NMAC.  The Department proposes to add language to specify the exclusion of required experience 

for the operator in training certification levels, as no experience will be necessary to qualify for an 

operator in training certificate if the Commission decides to add that category of certification. 

 In 20.7.4.22(C)(2) NMAC, the Department proposes a verbiage change to clarify 

“successfully completed higher education” as used in the proposed 20.7.4.22(C)(4) NMAC.  In 

20.7.4.22(C)(3) NMAC, the Department proposes the description of “approved water or 

wastewater technical school” as used in proposed education substituted for training requirements 

in proposed 20.7.4.22(C)(4) NMAC.  The proposed description stipulates the “approved water or 

wastewater technical school” must be accredited and recognized by the U.S. Department of 
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Education to substitute for the education obtained for operator experience.  In 20.7.4.22(C)(4) 

NMAC, the Department proposes to insert a table that more clearly demonstrates education 

substitutions for experience and insert the word “relevant” to describe experience, to reflect the 

proposed amendment to the definition section in 20.7.4.7(U) NMAC.  In 20.7.4.22(C)(5) NMAC, 

the proposed change clarifies that water and wastewater laboratory technician experience can 

count toward water or wastewater experience. 

 In 20.7.4.23 NMAC, the Department proposes to strike the “Temporary Certification” 

section because lack of a certified operator in a system is a system compliance issue and not an 

operator issue.  Drinking water system compliance issues are described in 20.7.10 NMAC and 40 

CFR, Parts 141 and 143.  Required operator certification levels to operate public water supply 

systems and public distribution systems, and perform the duties of a certified water sampler, is 

referenced in 20.7.4.12(A) through (C) NMAC.  Required operator certification levels to operate 

public wastewater facility and public wastewater collection systems and perform the duties of a 

certified wastewater lab technician, are referenced in 20.7.4.13(A) through (C) NMAC. The 

Department proposes that 20.7.4.23 NMAC become a reserved section for future amendments. 

 In 20.7.4.25(A) NMAC, the Department proposes that the WS1-OIT, WW1-OIT, and 

WWLT1-OIT cannot be renewed as WS1-OIT, WW1-OIT or WWLT1-OIT certifications, as they 

are meant to be short-term certifications that enable an operator to gain experience for one year 

after passing level 1 certification exams.  The Department also proposes to insert a table that shows 

a certificate renewal fee schedule for all certificate renewals projected forward for 10 years. 

 In 20.7.4.25(B) NMAC, the Department proposes to strike the word “mail” and replace 

with the verbiage “send to” a renewal notice at least 30 days prior to the expiration date, as well 

as strike the verbiage “mailed to his last address of” and replace with the verbiage “via electronic 

mail address of record” in order to account for a more modern method of conducting business. 
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 In 20.7.4.25(C) NMAC, the Department proposes that WS1-OIT, WW1-OIT, and 

WWLT1-OIT certifications cannot be renewed.  If the certificate holder has not completed all 

requirements for a WS1, WW1, or WWLT1, they must retake the examination with a passing score 

to reinstate the WS1-OIT, WW1-OIT, and WWLT1-OIT certifications. 

 In 20.7.4.25(D) NMAC, the Department proposes to strike portions of this subsection that 

references the training credits required for renewal of all certificates and replace them with a table.  

The Department also proposes to insert the word “approved” before the verbiage “training credits,” 

due to the fact that different certification levels should require different amounts of training credits 

for renewal of the certification. 

 In 20.7.4.26(A) NMAC, the Department proposes to strike the word “which” and replace 

it with “that” for grammatical correctness.  The Department also proposes to add language 

explaining that the WS1-OIT, WW1-OIT, and WWLT1-OIT certifications will become inactive 

after they expire, and re-examination will be required for reinstatement. 

 In 20.7.4.26(C) NMAC, the Department proposes to add language that clarifies what is 

meant by the term “an inactive certificate.” The Department also proposes to require payment of 

12 months of accrued late penalties and proof of additional training credits before application for 

re-examination for an inactive certificate.  This requirement will provide additional incentive for 

certified operators to renew their certifications in a timely manner and reduce the burden on the 

Program of processing late paperwork for certification renewals.  For the same reason, the 

Department proposes to add paragraph 20.7.4.26(D) NMAC to clarify and reinforce that operators 

must take and pass examinations again in order to reinstate all inactive certificates. 

 In 20.7.4.27(F) NMAC and 20.7.4.28(A)(1), (A)(2), and (A)(3) NMAC, the Department 

proposes to strike the word “person” and replace it with the word “individual” as referenced in the 

proposed revision in the definition section, 20.7.4.7(C) NMAC.  This proposed amendment will 
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clarify that an individual, a human being, must meet the requirements of these sections as opposed 

to the more expansive definition of “person.” 

 In 20.7.4.29(D) NMAC, the Department proposes to add language to specify how new 

members are appointed to the Board.  As currently promulgated, the regulations are unclear as to 

how proposed Board members come before the Commission for appointment. 

 In 20.7.4.29(G)(4) NMAC, the Department proposes to strike the word “reciprocity” and 

replace it with the word “equivalency” as referenced in the proposed revision in 20.7.4.24 NMAC, 

as the term reciprocity is not used anywhere in the proposed regulation amendments and does not 

accurately describe the analysis that the Program must perform to determine whether a certified 

operator from another jurisdiction has experience and training that is equivalent to a certification 

level in New Mexico. 

 Finally, the Department proposes to update references to various sections, subsections, and 

paragraphs throughout 20.7.4 NMAC to reflect overall changes and adjustments of the formatting 

variety. 

 
IV. PUBLIC OUTREACH      

 
 A.  Pre-Petition Public Involvement and Notice 
 
      The Program held five public stake holder meetings on multiple dates in various locations 

situated in different regions of New Mexico.  Stake holders, in this context, are certified utility 

operators, water and wastewater utility directors, municipality managers, water and wastewater 

system managers, higher education providers who give approved courses in water and wastewater 

treatment and processes, NMED Drinking Water Bureau’s management, the Board, New Mexico 

Water and Wastewater Association, New Mexico Rural Water Association and utility operator 

training providers. 
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 The Bureau has, prior to the petition to amend 20.7.4 NMAC, solicited input from 

stakeholders and the public on the proposed amendments to the Regulations.  The Bureau held 

public meetings for stakeholders  at the NMED District 1 Office in Albuquerque on September 25, 

2019; at the NMED District 1 Office in Albuquerque on September 26, 2019; in the Harold 

Runnels Building in Santa Fe on September 30, 2019; at Dona Ana Community College-Espina 

Campus in Las Cruces on October 4, 2019; and at San Juan County McGee Park in Farmington 

on October 17, 2019.  Notices for these meetings were also published in the Albuquerque Journal, 

Santa Fe New Mexican, Farmington Daily Times, and the Las Cruces Sun Times.  At the public 

meetings, the Bureau met with stakeholder groups for discussions regarding their issues of concern 

with the proposed amended Regulations.  The Bureau reviewed and incorporated relevant 

comments from these meetings into the draft amended Regulations.   

 On January 20, 2020, the Bureau published notice that the Board would discuss and vote 

on the proposed amended Regulations at their regularly scheduled quarterly meeting held at Hotel 

Encanto in Las Cruces, New Mexico on January 30, 2020.  At this meeting, the Board voted to 

approve the proposed amended Regulations.    

 After the first round of stakeholder meetings and approval by the Board, the Bureau 

considered additional amendments to the draft regulations to increase fees to the greatest extent 

permitted by NMSA 1978, Section 61-33-5.  The Bureau made this decision in response to the 

greater expense in administering certification testing as a result of moving to an all-virtual testing 

platform in light of COVID-19 restrictions.  The Bureau held a stakeholder meeting via a WebEx 

online session on September 8, 2020 to present the additional fee increase and received positive 

feedback.  The Bureau then presented the proposed amended Regulations with the additional fee 

increase to the Board at their regularly scheduled quarterly meeting held via WebEx on September 

10, 2020.  The Board voted to approve the updated proposed amended Regulations. 
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 B. Notice for August 10, 2021 Public Hearing 
 
      The Department complied with the notice requirements of 20.1.6.201 NMAC and made 

other reasonable attempts to notify the public of the hearing on the proposed regulation revisions 

to 20.7.4 NMAC. 

      The Department published a printed notification in the Public Notices section of the Santa 

Fe New Mexican newspaper publication on June 10, 2021 (NMED Exhibit 13).  The Program also 

provided a notice on the Drinking Water Bureau/Utility Operator Certification Program’s 

homepage under the “Public Notices” section, which has been on the webpage from June 3, 2021 

through the present (NMED Exhibit 10).  The website is visited by constituents for up-to-date 

information concerning public water and wastewater certification information.   

 The Department provided notification of the Rulemaking Hearing in the matter of 20.7.4 

NMAC for posting on the New Mexico Sunshine Portal on June 3, 2021 and received confirmation 

of posting that same day (NMED Exhibit 14).  The Sunshine Portal is the official transparency and 

accountability portal for New Mexico state government.  The Department provided notification to 

the Small Business Regulatory Advisory Commission, (SBRAC) on June 5, 2021 to describe the 

proposed amendments to 20.7.4 NMAC (NMED Exhibit 11).  The SBRAC represents the voice 

of the small business community in New Mexico and reviews policy and regulations for impacts 

to small businesses in the state.  The Department provided notice of the Public Hearing to the New 

Mexico Legislative Council Service (LCS), which is the drafting and legal research agency for the 

New Mexico Legislature, on June 3, 2021 (NMED Exhibit 9).  The Department published notice 

of this hearing in the New Mexico Register on June 10, 2021 (NMED Exhibit 12).  The Program 

initiated a GovDelivery email blast which went out to all persons that have registered for 
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notification of information from NMED Drinking Water Bureau and through the Program’s utility 

operator database. 

 
V. CONCLUSION 

 
      This concludes my testimony to the Commission on the Department’s proposed revisions 

to 20.7.4 NMAC. I respectfully request that the Commission adopt these rule revisions at the 

conclusion of this hearing. An updated proposed Statement of Reasons supporting adoption of 

these amendments is attached to the NMED’s Notice of Intent to Present Technical Testimony as 

Exhibit 7 for the Commission’s consideration.  

      I further advise the Commission that the rule revisions may be revised to correct any 

typographical errors and to reflect formatting changes required by the Administrative Law 

Division of the New Mexico Commission of Public Records for compilation into the New Mexico 

Administrative Code. 

 This concludes my direct testimony. 
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 STATE OF NEW MEXICO 
WATER QUALITY CONTROL COMMISSION 

 
IN THE MATTER OF: PROPOSED AMENDMENTS                                     
TO UTILITY OPERATOR CERTIFICATION,    WQCC 21-26 (R) 
20.7.4 NMAC 
 
 

DIRECT TECHNICAL TESTIMONY OF JOE MARTINEZ 

 
I.     INTRODUCTION 

 
 This technical testimony is submitted by Joe Martinez, the Chief of the Drinking Water 

Bureau, Water Protection Division, New Mexico Environment Department (“NMED” or 

“Department”), for the public hearing on the proposed adoption of the New Mexico Utility 

Operator, 20.7.4 NMAC regulations. 

 The hearing is to be held before the Water Quality Control Commission (“WQCC” or 

“Commission”), virtually via Cisco WebEx on August 10, 2021.  The purpose of this testimony is 

to describe the purpose for drafting the proposed amendments being put forth today, focusing on 

proposed amendments that include increases to fees and penalties.  This testimony will include the 

reasoning behind the proposed revisions to the fee and penalty structure.  

 
II. BACKGROUND AND EXPERIENCE 

 
 I, Joe Martinez, have been employed with the New Mexico Environment Department for 

over 11 years.  I currently hold the position of Bureau Chief in the Drinking Water Bureau and 

have held this position since April 2019.  In this position I oversee the entire drinking water 

program which has four main programmatic elements.  The Drinking Water Bureau houses the 

Program Administration Group oversees the administrative functions of the Bureau, the Water 

Conservation Fund Group oversees compliance sampling at public water systems, the Public Water 
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System Supervision Group oversees compliance and enforcement of public water system in New 

Mexico, and finally the Sustainable Water Infrastructure Group includes technical, managerial, 

and financial assistance programs for public water systems as well as the bureau’s Utility Operator 

Certification Program, Source Water Protection Program, and Engineering Programs.    I oversee 

our program budgets which is a mix of federal, state, and other dollars. Prior to this position I 

supervised the Drinking Water Bureau’s Public Water System Supervision Group.  Prior to 

working for NMED I worked as a drinking water compliance officer for the Texas Commission 

on Environmental Quality in Fort Worth, Texas.  I have a bachelor’s degree in Environmental 

Science from New Mexico Highlands University.  My resume is marked as NMED Exhibit 5. 

III. PROPOSED PROGRAM FEE AND PENALTY AMENDMENTS TO 20.7.4 
NMAC 

 
      Information pertaining to the drafting of these amendments, public outreach, and public 

notice is covered in the direct testimony of Eric Hall, Utility Operator Certification Program 

Manager.  I, Joe Martinez, am testifying today specifically in regard to the proposed changes in 

program fees and penalties.  In 20.7.4.21(A) NMAC, 20.7.4.24 NMAC, and 20.7.4.25(A) 

NMAC, the UOCP is proposing to make multiple adjustments to the fee structure for all 

applications, examinations, and certification renewals.  The increase to the exam application fee 

and the increase to all other existing fees is necessary to support increasing program 

administration costs.  UOCP income generated from fees provide only twenty-one percent of the 

average $352,000 program cost.  On average, fifty-four percent is supported by the federal 

Drinking Water State Revolving Fund (DWSRF), sixteen percent is provided by the state’s 

Corrective Action Fund, and an additional nine percent is currently funded through a short-term 

federal grant.   
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 Over the past 15 years, the cost of providing training, testing and certification services has 

significantly increased, technological advances highlight our outdated paper-based testing, and 

the current fees no longer support the certification program requirements.  Additionally, staffing 

levels for the NMED’s Utility Operator Certification Program (UOCP) have decreased by one-

third and funding sources by nearly one-half, while the number of operators has more than 

tripled. In response, the program is adapting with more streamlined, efficient, and innovative 

practices.   

 In 2020, the Department redeveloped their examination process in part as a mitigation 

response to the COVID-19 pandemic and in part to advance exam technology and operator 

support. NMED has partnered with the Association of Boards of Certification (“ABC”) and the 

New Mexico Department of Workforce Solutions to offer computer-based exams that an 

operator can schedule throughout the year based on their readiness to take the test and in response 

to the utility’s need.  Through this improved program, testing locations around the state have 

risen by 60% with additional sites planned, lessening the amount of costly travel and lost work 

time.  The computer-based exams also allow operators and their systems to receive immediate 

exam results in addition to comprehensive testing feedback reports.  Computer-based exams are 

much more beneficial for our state’s utility operator community, but also come with an increased 

cost for these services.  

 The current cost to NMED for the computer-based exams is $45 which is not fully covered 

by the exam fees.  UOCP proposes raising fees to the maximum allowed by state statute which 

is 5%, with fees increasing 5% or less yearly. This will still not cover exam costs, but NMED 

has secured temporary grant funding to make up the difference until another solution can be 

arranged.  
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 Fee increases for the equivalency and renewal application are minimal but will help offset 

programmatic budget reliant on the federal DWSRF grant and other federal and state funds.  In 

order to reduce the number of late renewal certificates which can lead to lapsed operator 

certification, we propose a $15 per month increase to the existing late penalty, from $10 to $25, 

in 20.7.4.26(B) NMAC.  The Bureau intends that raising the late penalty will provide additional 

incentive to operators to renew certifications in a timely manner, which will reduce the burden 

on Program staff to track overdue renewals.   

 The Department also proposes in 20.7.4.20(F) NMAC a new penalty of $10 per month for 

operators who fail to update their personal information, to include mailing address, email 

address, phone number, and employer.  The Program has had great difficulty in locating 

operators to provide them with necessary information, such as notices for certification renewals, 

amended regulations, updated Program requirements, and training opportunities.  This difficulty 

creates a burden on Program staff to track down certified operators, when it should be the 

certified operators’ responsibility to update the Program of any changes to their personal 

information.  Just as the Commission previously created a penalty for certified operators who 

are late in renewing their certification, the Department recommends that the Commission impose 

a $10 late penalty per month for operators who do not update their personal information or certify 

that their personal information is correct by December 31 of each year. 

 NMSA 1978, Section 61-33-5, outlines fees for examinations for and renewals of 

certifications.  However, the statute is silent on late penalties for operators who do not submit 

timely renewal applications for their certifications or who do not update and certify their personal 

information with the Program.  The Commission created a late penalty of $5 per month for 

certificate renewals in 20.7.4.26(B) NMAC after a rulemaking hearing in December 2000, as 
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demonstrated in the minutes from that meeting (NMED Exhibit 15) and the Program’s notes 

about the regulatory amendments that the Commission approved.  Although the minutes indicate 

that a Commissioner directed Commission Counsel to draft a Statement of Reasons for the 

approved amendments, the Office of Public Facilitation no longer has a copy of the Statement 

of Reasons or transcripts of testimony or deliberation.   

 In August 2006, the Commission deliberated on a second petition to amend portions of 

20.7.4 NMAC, which included a proposed amendment to 20.7.4.26(B) NMAC to raise the late 

penalty for certificate renewal from $5 to $10.  Although details of deliberations on the proposed 

amendments are recounted in meeting minutes (NMED Exhibit 16, Item 6), the minutes do not 

include the Commission’s reasoning for the late penalty increase.  The minutes note that the 

hearing officer for the hearing did not produce a report.  The Office of Public Facilitation does 

not have a copy of the Statement of Reasons or transcripts of testimony or deliberation related 

to this matter.  The Program’s notes on this hearing indicate that the Commission approved a 

late penalty increase from $5 to $10 per month.   

 For the above reasons, the Department requests a penalty increase of $10 to $25 to 

incentivize operators to renew their certifications by the required deadline.  Because the 

Commission has previously determined that its authority encompasses the imposition of 

penalties, the Department also requests the imposition of a penalty for certified operators who 

do not update or certify their personal information with the Program in a timely fashion.  

Tracking overdue renewal forms and changes to operator personal information is time 

consuming for Program staff and can result in operators losing certification when they do not 

renew in a timely manner or update their contact information.   

 
IV. CONCLUSION 
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 This concludes my testimony to the Commission on Board's proposed revisions to 20.7.4 

NMAC.  The Department has updated the proposed amendments to reflect that any fee increases, 

if approved, will begin in calendar year 2022.  These updates to the proposed amendments filed 

with the petition in April 2021 are attached as NMED Exhibit 8.  I respectfully request that the 

Commission adopt these rule revisions at the conclusion of this hearing. An updated Proposed 

Statement of Reasons supporting adoption of these amendments is included for the Commission's 

consideration as NMED Exhibit 7.  

 I further advise the Commission that the rule revisions may be revised to correct any 

typographical errors and to reflect formatting changes required by the Administrative Law 

Division of the New Mexico Commission of Public Records for compilation into the New Mexico 

Administrative Code. 

 This concludes my direct testimony. 
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STATE OF NEW MEXICO 
WATER QUALITY CONTROL COMMISSION 

 
IN THE MATTER OF: PROPOSED AMENDMENTS                                     
TO UTILITY OPERATOR CERTIFICATION,    WQCC 21-26 (R) 
20.7.4 NMAC 
 
 

DIRECT TECHNICAL TESTIMONY OF CATHIE EISEN 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 My name is Cathie Eisen and I present this written testimony (NMED Exhibit 3) on 

behalf of the Utility Operator Certification Advisory Board (“Board”) concerning the Drinking 

Water Bureau of the New Mexico Environment Department’s (“NMED” or “Department”) 

proposed amendments to the State of New Mexico’s Utility Operator Certification Regulations 

(“Regulations”), codified as Title 20, Chapter 7, Part 4 of the New Mexico Administrative Code 

(20.7.4 NMAC).  The Board is a statutorily created seven-member board selected from certified 

operators to function with the Water Quality Control Commission (“Commission”) to establish 

qualifications of operators, classify public water supply systems and public wastewater facilities, 

adopt rules and advise the Department on the administration of the Utility Operators 

Certification Act, in accordance with NMSA 1978, Section 61-33-4(C).   

II. QUALIFICATIONS 

 I am the Chair of the Board and have served on the Board as both a member and the 

Chair since 2008.  I have held a Level 4 Water Systems Operator Certification in New Mexico 

since 2003, and a Level 4 Wastewater Systems Operator Certification in New Mexico since 

2008.  I have previously held Arizona, Oklahoma, and Tribal water and wastewater system 

certifications.  I currently serve as the water system operator for the Nogal Mutual Domestic 

Water Consumers Association in Nogal, New Mexico.  I am also a consultant with Walking 
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Water Consulting, where I provide operational and managerial support and training to small 

water and wastewater systems; advise on water well design, construction, and monitoring; 

provide technical and regulatory guidance for new system development; and conduct utility 

operator certification training.  I have provided my updated resume as NMED Exhibit 6. 

III. TESTIMONY 

 I will explain the process that the Board followed for the recent request to amend NMAC 

20.7.4 NMAC, which includes fee increases for the services offered by the NMED Utility 

Operators Certification Program (“Program”). During the time I have served as a Board member 

and Board chair, since 2008, there has never been an increase of the fees for the certification 

exams, issuance or renewal of the operator certifications, or late penalties.  However, there have 

been increases in the demands for the Program’s services, new and advanced water and 

wastewater systems, larger numbers of certified operators, additions to the types of certifications 

available, ongoing revisions to the study guides and exams, and increasingly stringent 

regulations requiring more skilled operators (such as the addition to the Regulations of a Code of 

Professional Conduct in 2016). Additionally, there has been a reduction in staffing to the UOCP 

from a peak number of six people to the present number of four, which has increased the burden 

on each individual person employed on that team.  

 The Program and the Board have repeatedly considered the necessity of implementing fee 

increases to meet the operational requirements the Program. Due to the challenges associated 

with procedure required for the fee increases (as currently illustrated) the Program has chosen 

not to increase any fees for the past 15 years. Additionally, because the configuration of the 

associated statute (NMSA 1978, Section 61-33-5(D)) limited the amount of those fee increases to 

only 5% per year, the Program staff discouraged the effort as well. In 2019, after numerous 
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discussions and efforts to move forward with additional amendments and fee increases, the 

Advisory Board developed proposed regulatory changes to the fee structure. These changes 

followed the designated 5% incremental increase to the certification and testing fees to be added 

each year. The Drinking Water Bureau held the stakeholder meetings for public input and 

received support for the changes statewide. Stakeholders overwhelmingly supported the 

proposed amendments to 20.7.4 NMAC, and offered constructive feedback that assisted the 

Drinking Water Bureau to edit and refine the proposed amendments.  Just as the Board and 

Program were moving forward with the proposed revisions, the COVID-19 pandemic occurred.  

The pandemic brought operator certification testing to a halt and demonstrated that a 5% 

regulatory increase in fees would not be enough to cover the changes that the Program needed to 

make to ensure testing that would be both safe more flexible for operators. 

 In 2019, the Program administered 1,265 operator certification examinations at nine 

individual testing locations statewide. On January 31, 2020, 196 people sat (very close together) 

for their certification exams at the New Mexico Water & Wastewater Association Annual Short 

School in Las Cruces, New Mexico. In early March 2020, the advent of the COVID19 pandemic 

forced us to shutter all of our in-person training programs and to cancel all of the scheduled 

certification exam sessions for the remainder of the year. In response to this challenge, NMED 

DWB staff moved expediently and successfully to team with the Association of Boards of 

Certification (ABC) to develop a computer-based testing program. This program allowed for 

utility operators to sit for the exams at individual testing sites rather than in a group setting in 

order to obtain new and higher level certifications to meet the compliance needs of all the water 

systems in the state of New Mexico. This effort was executed under extremely challenging 

circumstances and created an additional burden on the UOCP staff to expedite the transition. 
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There was also no provision for a rate increase to cover the additional fees required for the ABC 

programs’ testing format which was required to have the exams computerized and processed.  A 

5% increase in fees would not cover the new testing protocols.  The Program has subsequently 

covered those costs for the operators by redirecting grant funds previously dedicated to other 

drinking water operations. 

 In January 2021, the Drinking Water Bureau presented House Bill 103 to the state 

legislature, which sought to amend portions of the Utility Operator Certification Act (NMSA 

1978, Sections 61-33-1 to -10). The bill included updates and revisions to the regulations and 

rate increases required to address the expense of offering the utility operators certification exams 

in a computer-based format and to support the ongoing operation of the UOCP. Although the bill 

passed the legislature unanimously, it was later vetoed by the Governor. As a result, anticipated 

additional funds from fee increases are not available for the operations of the Program, but the 

challenges of covering the costs of the computer-based testing continue to exist. At this time, the 

Board and the Department are returning to the proposed amendments to the Regulations that we 

planned to present to the Commission in the Spring of 2020.  Although the fee increases 

presented by this petition will not cover the costs of offering safe, flexible, on-demand testing for 

operators, the Board requests whatever revenues possible for the continued operations of the 

Program and appreciates the assistance of the Commission in allowing us to do so. 
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AA.A.S.  Degree from Santa Fe Community College
Certified Water Supply Level 4 certification State of New Mexico
Certified Wastewater Systems level 4 certification State of New Mexico

 02/2002 - 11/2002
03/2000 - 02/2001

. 6.5 years experience

3.5 years experience.
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Joe R. Martinez 

Phone: (505)467-9415 
joe.martinez@state.nm.us 

CITIZENSHIP: United States of America 

EDUCATION:  

• New Mexico Highlands University
Las Vegas, New Mexico Graduated: May 5, 2001 
Major: Environmental Science Minor: Combined Science 

SUMMARY OF EXPERIENCE: 

• Current Bureau Chief for the NMED Drinking Water Bureau

• Public Water System Supervision Group Manager for the New Mexico Environment

Department’s Drinking Water Bureau

• Northern Area Compliance Supervisor of the Santa Fe Area Office for the New Mexico

Environment Department’s Drinking Water Bureau

• Texas Commission on Environmental Quality Dallas/Fort Worth Emergency Response Team

Member

• Over five years of supervisory and management experience, including management of the State

of New Mexico’s Drinking Water Compliance and Enforcement Program

• Over fifteen years of experience in regulatory compliance in New Mexico and Texas

• Over fifteen years of experience working with local, State, and Federal Officials in New Mexico

and Texas.

PROFESSIONAL: 

Bureau Chief 
New Mexico Environment Department Drinking Water Bureau 
1190 St. Francis Drive April 2019 – Present 
Santa Fe, NM 87502  40 Hours per Week 
Supervisor: John Rhoderick 

• Manage all operations of the New Mexico Environment Department's Drinking
Water Bureau (NMED DWB).

• Responsibilities overseeing all components of the State of New Mexico’s drinking
water program, including managing all federal grant funding reporting and
expenditures.

• Work with NMED Leadership to carry out the mission of the Department as it relates
to the Drinking Water Program.

Public Water System Supervision Group Manger 
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New Mexico Environment Department Drinking Water Bureau 
1190 St. Francis Drive February 2014 – April 2019 
Santa Fe, NM 87502  40 Hours per Week 
Supervisor: Stephanie Stringer 

• Manage all operations of the Public Water System Supervision (PWSS) Group for the
New Mexico Environment Department's Drinking Water Bureau (NMED DWB).

• Responsibilities include managing and tracking all compliance, enforcement, and
data reporting requirements for the State of New Mexico’s drinking water program.

• Manage all grant applications and expenditures of federal Public Water System
Supervision Grant funds for the NMED DWB.

• Experience in advertising, interviewing, and hiring of new staff as well as conducting
yearly performance evaluations.

• Coordinate the development and implementation of regulatory requirements for
the State of New Mexico’s drinking water program.

• Responsible for managing programmatic elements to ensure appropriate
distribution of workloads among PWSS staff and ensure that staff has adequate
resources to accomplish those workloads.

• Develop policies, procedures, and guidance documents for the PWSS Group

Northern Area Supervisor 
New Mexico Environment Department Drinking Water Bureau 
1190 St. Francis Drive September 2012 – February 2014 
Santa Fe, NM 87502  40 Hours per Week 
Supervisor: Violette Valerio-Hirschfeld (Retired) 

• Provided oversight of the public drinking water program in Northern New Mexico in
accordance with State and Federal Drinking Water Regulations

• Supervised assigned staff to ensure completion of required work plans and
administrative functions

• Assisted PWSS Group Manager in developing and revising standard operating
procedures and guidance documents.

• Provided consultation assistance and training to public water systems and other
Drinking Water Bureau staff to ensure water systems maintained compliance with State
and Federal Drinking Water Regulations

Water Systems Specialist 
New Mexico Environment Department Drinking Water Bureau 
525 Camino De Los Marquez June 1, 2010 – September 29, 2012 
Santa Fe, NM 87505   40 Hours per Week 
Supervisor: Violette Valerio-Hirschfeld (Retired) 

• Provided oversight to assigned public water systems to ensure compliance with State
and Federal Drinking Water Regulations

• Performed analysis to determine that each public water system was providing water
that met all applicable quality standards
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• Developed and conducted training sessions for Public Water System officials that were
specific to State and Federal Drinking Water Regulations to assist in regulatory
compliance.

• Served as Team Leader for the Drinking Water Bureau Leadership Team which
coordinated efforts with Drinking Water Bureau Management to implement strategic
recommendations for improving business practices.

Environmental Investigator IV 
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality 
2309 Gravel Drive  June 20, 2001 – May 25, 2010 
Fort Worth, Texas 76118  40 Hours per Week 
Supervisors: Charles Marshall & Jeff Tate 

• Conducted and lead technical inspections, surveys, follow-up, complaint, and
environmental inspections at Public Water Systems within the Dallas / Fort Worth
Metroplex and surrounding areas to ensure compliance with State and Federal drinking
water and storm water regulations.

• Provided technical assistance and guidance to regulated community to ensure
compliance with regulatory requirements.

• Extensive expertise writing technical reports, notices of violation, and enforcement
requests.

• Responsible for working with various local, state, and federal agencies, including EPA
Region 6, as well as private entities in order to ensure compliance with State and
Federal drinking water and environmental regulations.

• Served as an elected member of the TCEQ Public Water Supply Committee which was
tasked with maintaining consistent implementation of State and Federal drinking water
regulations; drinking water policies, and TCEQ business practices across the State of
Texas.

• Member TCEQ Dallas/Fort Worth Regional Emergency Response Team; responsibilities
included responding to and directing remediation activities during environmental
emergencies and natural disasters.

• Assisted the TCEQ Strike Team during Hurricane Rita recovery efforts in the Beaumont,
TX area.

• Served as Logistics Section Chief during the Hurricane Ike recovery efforts in the
Beaumont, TX area.

• Mentored, trained, and supervised new hires and new team members on the regional
Public Drinking Water Supply and Emergency Response sections.
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 CATHIE R. EISEN 
    PO Box 133 
 Nogal, NM 88341 
(575) 937-6321

cathieeisen@gmail.com 

EDUCATION 
 State University of New York at Delhi, Delhi, NY University Animal Husbandry/ Horse Management September

1975 to May 1976 Studies focusing on livestock anatomy, physiology and management. GPA: 3.31/4.0
 New Mexico Operator Certification Program - New Mexico Water Wastewater Association/New Mexico Rural 

Water Association Studies specific to Water/Wastewater Utility Operations and Management.    Short Schools
Total Training Credits: 1000+ (Level IV Utility Operator Water & Wastewater Certifications) (Equivalent 100+
College credits)

 Oklahoma Water Resource Board - Surface Water Sampling (8 hours)
 United States Geological Services – Surface Water Sampling Techniques (16 hours)
 Master Naturalist Program – Teacher Education (Approx. 32 hours)
 Inter Tribal Council of Arizona – Tribal Utility Management, Operator Training (50+ Hours)

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE  

Small Water/Wastewater System Consulting 
Walking Water Consulting, Nogal, NM July 2009 – present 

 Providing operational and managerial support and training to small water/wastewater systems
 Water well design, construction and monitoring oversight
 Water and Wastewater treatment processes
 Technical and regulatory guidance for new system development
 Utility operator certification training
 

Water System Operator (Contractor)   May 2020 – present 
Nogal Mutual Domestic Water Consumers Association, Nogal, NM 

 Operation and management of community water system 
 Routine water samples 
 Water level and production records
 Compliance sampling and reporting
 Monthly water meter readings and reports

Water & Wastewater Director (Contractor) August 2018 – July 2019 
Village of Fort Sumner, Fort Sumner, New Mexico 

• Oversight of the operations and maintenance of the Village water and wastewater systems
• Supervision of two employees
• Compliance monitoring and reporting (NMED/EPA NPDES)
• Addressing Administrative Order from EPA for backlog of DMR submittals and WWTP compliance issues 
• O&M of Sequential Batch Reactor WWTP

Water/Wastewater Operator 
City of Truth or Consequences, New Mexico January 2018 – August 2018 

• Oversight of the operations and maintenance of the City water production, distribution, and wastewater 
treatment and collections systems

• Compliance monitoring and reporting
• General assessment of system requirements for upgrades and repairs
• Operation and maintenance of city water distribution and collections system including sewer rodding and

repairs and distribution repairs including operation of Hydrovac equipment.

Water & Wastewater Director  December 2016- June 2017 
Village of Fort Sumner, Fort Sumner, New Mexico 

• Oversight of the operations and maintenance of the Village water and wastewater systems
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• Supervision of four employees
• Compliance monitoring and reporting
• Addressing Administrative Order from EPA for backlog of DMR submittals and WWTP compliance issues 
• O&M of Sequential Batch Reactor WWTP

Water & Wastewater Technician     February 2012- November 2016 
Mescalero Apache Tribe Utilities and the Department of Resource Management and Protection 

• Responsible for the operation and maintenance of all the tribal drinking water systems 
• Drinking water sampling for monitoring and compliance with EPA regulations
• Operation of Wastewater Treatment Plant
• Water/Wastewater Operator Certification training of Tribal Personnel

Utility Repairer/Operator   September 2011 – December 2011 
Department of the Interior, Grand Canyon National Park, AZ 

• Operates and repairs water and wastewater systems serving the park
• Routine water and wastewater sampling for monitoring and compliance 

Hydrological Field Technician   July 2009 – June 2011 
NM Bureau of Geology and Mineral Resources, Socorro, NM 

 Field work associated with two aquifer mapping projects in Tularosa Basin and San Agustin Plains, NM
 Well inventory/set up of monitoring networks 
 Obtaining GPS coordinates and recording field data
 Ground water level measurement, stream flow measurements and water quality sampling
 Research additional well data

Ranch Manager         May 2009-September 2011 
Good Sawyer Development, Nogal, NM 

• Maintained ranch property comprised of 1000 acres of grazing and cultivated fields
• Create and execute ranch management plans to include operation of irrigation equipment, fence

maintenance, weed control, field crop cultivation and harvesting, improved grass coverage, livestock grazing 
management including field rotations, spring development, water well maintenance and operation including
water level monitoring in order to minimize impacts to water supply, drought planning, spring flow
monitoring, sampling and development, tracking of surface water flows, intake design  and construct ion
plans, water rights research, documentation of all efforts for practical and legal purposes includ ing ra nch
journal and photographs, tracked and reported all related expenses, organization of all operations including
long and short term planning including making recommendations for future u t ilizat ion o f ranchland to
optimize productivity and potential income.

Water System Operator   November 1999 – September 2011 
Nogal Mutual Domestic Water Consumers Association, Nogal, NM 

 Operation and management of community water system
 Routine water samples 
 Water level and production records
 Compliance sampling and reporting
 Two year compilation of ground water levels and water quality parameters according to the 

NMED/GWUDI Program (Ground Water Under the Direct Influence)
 Guidance and oversight on water treatment plant and infrastructure replacement including grant

applications and engineering.

Field Technician   September 2006 - 2012 
Terr Avenga, Carlsbad, NM 

 Field support for water level monitoring for Sandia National Laboratories 
 Ground water level measurements and water quality sampling
 Obtaining GPS coordinates and recording field data

Regional Water Technician April 2008 – February 2009 
New Mexico State Parks Region II, Tucumcari, NM 
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 Oversight of the operation and maintenance of ten State Park Water/Wastewater Systems
 Maintain compliance with New Mexico Environmental Department/EPA regulations including routine 

water samples and production reports and system upgrades
 Routine inspections of water/wastewater facilities
 Provide guidance and design recommendations for systems upgrades 
 Oversee and train individuals responsible for water and wastewater systems operations
 Regional safety officer

Utility Director  September 2005 – April 2008 
CDS Rainmakers Utilities, Alto, NM  

 Operation, management and expansion of community water system
 Routine reporting and water samples for compliance with New Mexico Environmental Department 
 Water level and production records on community wells for the NM Office of the State Engineer
 Established detailed water level and production monitoring program in order to identify and minimize

impacts on ground water production wells 
 Collaborated with Sandia National Laboratories on water level monitoring program 
 Oversaw construction and development of large diameter water well in accordance to OSE Specifications.
 Developed Standard Operating Procedures for water/wastewater systems and supervised employees.
 Made recommendations for upgrades and replacement of water and wastewater infrastructure
 Provided guidance regarding design for replacement of existing wastewater treatment facility

Small Water Systems Technician             August 2003 – August 2005 
New Mexico Rural Water Association, Albuquerque, NM /Oklahoma Rural Water Association, Oklahoma City, OK 

 Provided technical assistance to small public water systems in order to attain compliance with the local 
Environmental Department and US Environmental Protection Agency regulations

 Conducted technical evaluations and assessments of water systems utilizing the Environmental 
Departments Sanitary Surveys

 Provided written recommendations identifying both short and long term actions needed to eliminate 
deficiencies to water system personnel and Environmental Department staff.

 Responded to emergency requests (Regulatory violations or loss of operating pressure)
 Train system personnel to improve operation, maintenance and ground water well monitoring 
 Utilization of GPS technology for system mapping

Environmental Outreach Coordinator     May 2004 – July 2004 
Kaw Nation Indian Tribe, EPA Environmental Department, Kaw City, Oklahoma 

 Provide research and field data relating to environmental projects
 Establishing, organizing, maintaining files for Environmental Department projects
 Worked with Environmental Department Director & Staff to develop projects 
 Identified environmental concerns that could directly impact the health of tribal members.
 Created pamphlets and organized public meetings for education of tribal members regarding

environmental concerns.

Utility Operator September 2005 – April 2008 
Town of Carrizozo, Carrizozo, NM  

 Operation and management of community water and wastewater system
 Operation of ground water wells, surface water treatment plant and wastewater treatment plant.
 Daily water quality monitoring and reporting of ph, turbidity, chlorine residuals and coagulant dosages to

maintain compliance with New Mexico Environmental Department 
 Routine drinking water samples for compliance with New Mexico Environmental Department
 Water level and production records on community wells for the NM Office of the State Engineer
 Development of a  Preliminary Engineering Report for Water System Upgrades 
 Routine sampling, water level measurements and recording of information on monitoring wells for a

wastewater treatment plant for compliance purposes.
 Evaluation and recommendations for the improvement and upgrades to the operation and maintenance of 

wastewater collection and treatment system including composite and grab sampling of wastewater flows 
and interpretation of sample results for compliance as well as design purposes.
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COMPUTER SKILLS 

 Adobe Reader
 Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, Microsoft PowerPoint
 Ground water level modeling programs (Sandia National Laboratories)
 National Rural Water: Community Water Systems Database & Field Technician Reporting System
 Data base entries for NM Tech 
 Familiar with Office of the State Engineers Waters, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and

Environmental Departments databases.
 General Internet research for specific data

CERTIFICATIONS 

 NM Advanced Small Water Systems – Issued March 17, 2000
 NM Water Systems II – Issued November 10, 2000
 NM Water Systems III – Issued February 1, 2002
 NM Water Systems IV – Issued January 31, 2003(current)
 OK Water Laboratory C (Oklahoma) – Issued July 8, 2005(expired)
 NM Wastewater Systems I – Issued November 21, 2001
 NM Wastewater Systems II – Issued September 13, 2002
 NM Wastewater Systems III – Issued February 1, 2007
 NM Wastewater Systems IV- Issued February 6, 2008(current)
 AZ Water & Wastewater Operator IV- Issued  September 2011(Reciprocity)
 AZ Distribution & Collections Operator IV- Issued September 2011(Reciprocity)
 Tribal Water Treatment Operator (ABC Level II) Passed test October 11, 2013
 Tribal Utility Management Certification (Level I) Passed test October 11, 2013
 Tribal Water Treatment (ABC Level IV) Through reciprocity October 2013
 Tribal Wastewater Treatment (ABC Level IV) Through reciprocity October 2013
 Native American Water Masters Utility Management Certification 2014
 NM Water Sampler Technician Level II January 26, 2018 (Current)

AWARDS 

 Water Operator of the Year- Medium Systems New Mexico Rural Water Association Annual
Conference 2002

 Operator Of The Year Tribal Systems – New Mexico Rural Water Association Annual Conference
2015

 Wastewater System of the Year (Fort Sumner) – Small Systems- New Mexico Rural Water
Association Annual Conference 2017

 President’s Award for Most Improved WWTP 2018 (Fort Sumner) – Small Systems- New Mexico
Water Wastewater Association Annual Conference 2019

 Doug Roby Award- Instructor of the Year 2018 - New Mexico Water Wastewater Association Annual
Conference 2019

BOARDS 

 Lincoln County Works 2001-2004
 New Mexico Rural Water Association 2003
 Lincoln County Public Land Use & Rural Activities Committee 2006-2007
 South Central Mountain RC&D Council Executive Committee 2007
 Lincoln County Water Research & Conservation Committee (Chairman) 2007-2008
 New Mexico Environmental Department Utility Operators Certification Advisory Board (Chairman)

2008 – present

ASSOCIATIONS 

• New Mexico Water & Wastewater Association since year 2000
• Native American Water Masters Association since year 2014
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STATE OF NEW MEXICO 
BEFORE THE WATER QUALITY CONTROL COMMISSION 

 
____________________________________ 
      ) 
      ) 
In the Matter of:    )  
      )  
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO  )    No. WQCC 21-26(R) 
Utility Operator Certification Regulations,  ) 
20.7.4 NMAC    ) 
      ) 
____________________________________)  
 
 

STATEMENT OF REASONS FOR 
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO 20.7.4 NMAC 

 
 The New Mexico Environment Department (“Department”) Drinking Water Bureau 

(“Bureau”) proposes the adoption of amendments to 20.7.4 NMAC – Utility Operator 

Certification Program (“Regulations”) for the following reasons: 

1. The Rules were originally promulgated in 1977, and many Sections have not been 
revised since 2006.  

 
2. In the Definitions section, 20.7.4.7 NMAC, the lettering system requires reformatting 

to simplify future edits. 
 
3. In 20.7.4.7(C) NMAC, the Department proposes to change a definition for “certified 

operator” to specify a human being as opposed to the definition of “person” as defined 
in 20.7.4.7.O of the current regulations.  

 
4. In 20.7.4.7(K) NMAC, the Department proposes to define “experience” required as 

actual operator work in the fields of public water supply systems or public wastewater 
facilities as defined in 20.7.4.7(K)(1) through (5) NMAC.  

 
5. In 20.7.4.7(L) NMAC, the Department proposes to add the definition of “general 

service area” to specifically indicate what defines a service area, which eliminate any 
ambiguities and make it easier for both operators and NMED to determine the 
boundaries of water systems’ service areas. 

 
6. In 20.7.4.7(M) NMAC, the Department proposes to strike a portion of the term 

“operate” as defined in proposed section L to avoid confusion of what is considered 
“monitoring” and “distantly remote location.” 
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7. In 20.7.4.7(N) NMAC, the Department proposes to replace the word “person” in the 

definition with “operator” to specify a human being as opposed to the definition of 
“person” as referenced in 20.7.4.7.O of the current regulations. 

 
8. In 20.7.4.7(O) NMAC, the Department proposes to add a definition for “operator in 

training” as a proposed entry level of certification. 
 

9. In 20.7.4.7(N) NMAC, the Department proposes to strike the definition of “owner” 
because the term is not used in the proposed amendments.  Other proposed amendments 
eliminated the need to refer to the term “owner” in 20.7.4.20(D) NMAC and 
20.7.4.23(A) NMAC. 

 
10. In 20.7.4.7(R) NMAC, the Department proposes to add “program” to designate the 

operator certifying entity. 
 

11. In 20.7.4.7(U) NMAC, the Department proposes to add a definition for “relevant 
experience” to clarify what is defined in 20.7.4.7(K)(1) through (5) NMAC. 

 
12. In 20.7.4.7(V) NMAC, the Department proposes to strike a portion of the definition for 

“supervision” to avoid confusion with the definition of “general service area” 
referenced in proposed subsection L and proposed subsection M. 

 
13. In 20.7.4.10(I) NMAC, the Department proposes to add level 1 water supply-operator 

in training (“WS1-OIT”),  level 1 wastewater-operator in training (“WW1-OIT”), and 
level 1 wastewater laboratory technician-operator in training (“WWLT1-OIT”) for the 
newly proposed entry level of certifications that do not require operator experience as 
defined in 20.7.4.7(K) NMAC. 

 
14. In 20.7.4.12(A) NMAC, on the table under “Pressure filtration,” the Department 

proposes to strike level 2 water supply (“WS2”) and replace it with level 3 water supply  
(“WS3”) due to the increased level of knowledge required to operate the advanced 
pressure filtration systems. 

 
15. In 20.7.4.12(A) NMAC, on the table under “Ion exchange,” the Department proposes 

to replace WS2 with WS3 due to the increased level of knowledge required to operate 
ion exchange systems. 

 
16. In 20.7.4.12(A) NMAC, on the table under “Fluoridation,” the Department proposes to 

strike the certification levels of small water (“SW”) and WS2 and replace them with 
small water advanced (“SWA”) and WS3, respectively, due to the potentially 
dangerous health risk of the chemicals used. 

 
17. In 20.7.4.12(A) NMAC, on the table under “Special, such as desalinization,” the 

Department proposes to add “UV disinfection and Ozone” to better define what would 
classify as a “Special” treatment. 
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18. In 20.7.4.12(C) NMAC, the Department proposes to strike the year 2008 and update it 

to 2022 to reflect proposed changes to the table referenced in 20.7.4.12(C) NMAC.  
 

19. In 20.7.4.12(C) NMAC, on the table under “Type of Water Sampling,” the Department 
proposes to add “Microbiology, Disinfection By-Products Rule, Lead & Copper Rule, 
Free Chlorine Residual by DPD method and pH by probe” to expand permissible duties 
of the water sample technician 1 (“WST1”) and SW certifications due to the simplicity 
of sampling methods required for these tests. 

 
20. In 20.7.4.13(A) NMAC, on the table under “Type of Treatment Process,” on the line 

of “Advanced waste treatment process,” the Department proposes to add the words 
“such as UV disinfection and Ozone” to clarify additional treatments that should be 
classified as advanced due to the level of knowledge required and potential health 
hazards associated with these treatments. 

 
21. In 20.7.4.14(A) NMAC, the Department proposes to add the certification WST1 

because the level of knowledge required to attain a SWA certification encompasses the 
knowledge required to perform WST1 duties. 

 
22. In 20.7.4.14(I) NMAC, the Department proposes to add the certification WWLT1 due 

to an omission of this level as a lesser certification to the level 3 wastewater (“WW3”) 
in the regulations that are currently in effect. 

 
23. In 20.7.4.1(J) NMAC, the Department proposes to add the certification WWLT1 due 

to an omission of this level as a lesser certification to the WW4 in the regulations that 
are currently in effect.   

 
24. In 20.7.4.16(C)(2) NMAC, the Department proposes to strike the phrase “in regards 

to” and replace it with “in regard to” for a more precise and grammatically correct use 
of language. 

 
25. In 20.7.4.20(A) NMAC, the Department proposes to strike the phrase “on site” and add 

the proposed language “and is located within the general service area” to clarify where 
supervision can originate from as referenced in the definitions of 20.7.4.7(L), “general 
service area,” and 20.7.4.7(V), “supervision.” 

 
26. In 20.7.4.20(B) NMAC, the Department proposes to add a description of where 

supervision is to be provided for the safety and health of individuals and the 
environment.  The Department also proposes to clarify that operators may perform 
process monitoring outside the general service area.  

 
27. In 20.7.4.20(D) NMAC, the Department proposes to strike the words “The owner shall 

notify the department in writing of the name of the new certified operator within thirty 
days after the replacement of the certified operator” in order to place the responsibility 
of notification on operators to update their addresses when they change employment. 
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28. In 20.7.4.20(E) NMAC, the Department proposes to and add the verbiage “water 

sample technician or wastewater laboratory technician” to clarify functions that are 
restricted to those certifications.  The current regulations inadvertently do not list these 
two certifications.   

 
29. In 20.7.4.20(F) NMAC, the Department proposes to add language to ensure that 

operators update information in the operator data base and impose a fine for failing to 
update required personal contact and employer information.  The Department also 
proposes methods by which operators can verify their contact information. 

 
30. In 20.7.4.21(A)(3) NMAC, the Department proposes to add the word “nontransferable” 

to clarify that an application fee for an individual cannot be utilized by a different 
applicant, application, exam, or exam date with the only exclusion of one preapproved 
exam reschedule date. 

 
31. In 20.7.4.21(A)(3) NMAC, the Department proposes to insert an Exam Application Fee 

table is to illustrate the proposed exam application fees projected for 10 years.  The 
Department proposes that the increases to application fees occur yearly in increments 
of 5% or less beginning in 2022, as permitted by NMSA 1978, Section 61-33-5, to keep 
pace with inflation and allow the Program to become more self-sustaining. 

 
32. In 20.7.4.21(A)(5) NMAC, the Department proposes to strike language that states a 

requirement to apply for an exam is to first pass the exam being applied for.  The 
Department also proposes to insert the payment of the renewal fee to upgrade the 
operator in training certifications to the basic operator certifications after one year of 
documented experience at a public water supply system or public wastewater facility. 

 
33. In 20.7.4.21(A)(5) NMAC, the Department proposes to insert an “OIT Certificate 

Renewal Fees” table to illustrate the proposed fee increases projected for 10 years.  The 
Department proposes that the increases to application fees occur yearly in increments 
of 5% or less beginning in 2022, as permitted by NMSA 1978, Section 61-33-5, to keep 
pace with inflation and allow the Program to become more self-sustaining. 

 
34. In 20.7.4.22(A) NMAC, the Department proposes, for all levels of certification, to 

require completion of high school, GED, or high school equivalency test (HiSET), with 
a passing grade without any substitutions of experience time to become certified as 
referenced in 20.7.4.22(B)(2)(a) of the current regulations.  The Department also 
proposes to include language that relevant experience is required for all levels of 
certification, with the exclusion of the operator in training level, and the successful 
completion of the required training credits for certification. 

 
35. In 20.7.4.22(B) NMAC, the Department proposes to insert the verbiage “Successfully 

pass the written examination for the level of certification applied for.” The Department 
proposes to strike language from the current 20.7.4.22(A) NMAC, which is 
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consolidated on the proposed insertion of a minimum requirements for certification 
table. 

 
36. In 20.7.4.22(C)(1) NMAC, the Department proposes adding the word “relevant” to 

define experience.  The Department proposes to add language to specify the exclusion 
of required experience for the operator in training certification levels. 

 
37. In 20.7.4.22(C)(2) NMAC, the Department proposes a change to clarify “successfully 

completed higher education” as used in the proposed 20.7.4.22(C)(3) NMAC. 
 

38. In 20.7.4.22(C)(3) NMAC, the Department proposes the description of “approved 
water or wastewater technical school” as used in proposed education substituted for 
training requirements in proposed 20.7.4.22(C)(4) NMAC.  The proposed description 
stipulates the “approved water or wastewater technical school” must be accredited and 
recognized by the U.S. Department of Education to be able to substitute the education 
obtained for operator experience. 

 
39. In 20.7.4.22(C)(4) NMAC, the Department proposes to insert a table that more clearly 

demonstrates education substitutions for experience and insert the word “relevant” to 
describe experience. 

 
40. In 20.7.4.22(C)(5) NMAC, the proposed change clarifies that water and wastewater 

laboratory technician experience can count toward water or wastewater experience. 
 

41. In 20.7.4.23 NMAC, the Department proposes to strike “Temporary Certification” 
because lack of a certified operator in a system is a system compliance issue and not 
an operator issue.  Drinking water system compliance issues are described in 20.7.10 
NMAC and 40 CFR, Parts 141 and 143.  Required operator certification levels to 
operate public water supply systems, public distribution systems and perform the duties 
of a certified water sampler is referenced in 20.7.4.12(A) through (C) NMAC.  
Required operator certification levels to operate a public wastewater facility, public 
wastewater collection systems and perform the duties of a certified wastewater lab 
technician is referenced in 20.7.4.13(A) through (C) NMAC. The Department proposes 
that 20.7.4.23 NMAC become a reserved section for future amendments. 

 
42. In 20.7.4.24 NMAC, the Department proposes that “Certification Equivalency” 

replaces the title of this section, which is currently titled “Certification Without 
Examination.”  The Department also proposes to strike all subsections that refer to 
certification without examination.  The Department proposes language to clarify that 
operators who hold certification from “federally recognized Indian Tribes” are eligible 
to apply for equivalency certification.  The Department proposes to insert an 
equivalency certification fee schedule table projected forward for 10 years. The 
Department proposes that the increases to equivalency certification fees occur yearly 
in increments of 5% or less beginning in 2022, as permitted by NMSA 1978, Section 
61-33-5, to keep pace with inflation and allow the Program to become more self-
sustaining. 
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43. In 20.7.4.25(A) NMAC, the Department proposes that the WS1-OIT, WW1-OIT, and 

WWLT1-OIT cannot be renewed as WS1-OIT, WW1-OIT or WWLT1-OIT 
certifications, as they are meant to be temporary certifications that enable an operator 
to gain experience for one year after passing level 1 certification exams.  The 
Department also proposes to insert a table that shows a certificate renewal fee schedule 
for all certificate renewals projected forward for 10 years.  The Department proposes 
that the increases to application fees occur yearly in increments of 5% or less beginning 
in 2022, as permitted by NMSA 1978, Section 61-33-5, to keep pace with inflation and 
allow the Program to become more self-sustaining. 

 
44. In 20.7.4.25(B) NMAC, the Department proposes to strike the word “mail” and replace 

with the verbiage “send to” a renewal notice at least 30 days prior to the expiration 
date, as well as strike the verbiage “mailed to his last address of” and replace with the 
verbiage “via electronic mail address of” record in order to account for a more modern 
method of conducting business. 

 
45. In 20.7.4.25(C) NMAC, the Department proposes that WS1-OIT, WW1-OIT, and 

WWLT1-OIT certifications cannot be renewed.  If the certificate holder has not 
completed all requirements for a WS1, WW1, or WWLT1, they must retake the 
examination with a passing score to reinstate the WS1-OIT, WW1-OIT, and WWLT1-
OIT certifications. 

 
46. In 20.7.4.25(D) NMAC, the Department proposes to strike portions of this subsection 

that references the training credits required for renewal of all certificates and replace 
them with a table.  It is also proposed to insert the word “approved” before the verbiage 
“training credits.” 

 
47. In 20.7.4.26(A) NMAC, the Department proposes to strike the word “which” and 

replace it with “that” for grammatical correctness.  The Department also proposes to 
add language explaining that the WS1-OIT, WW1-OIT, and WWLT1-OIT 
certifications will become inactive after they expire and re-examination will be required 
for reinstatement. 

 
48. In 20.7.4.26(B) NMAC, the Department proposes to increase the penalty for renewing 

lapsed certificates from $10.00 to $25.00 per month per certification beyond the 
expiration date in order to impress upon operators the seriousness of renewing 
certification and to partially offset the cost to UOCP in processing late renewal 
applications. 

 
49. In 20.7.4.26(C) NMAC, the Department proposes to add language that defines the term 

“an inactive certificate.” The Department also proposes to require payment of 12 
months of accrued late fees and proof of additional training credits before application 
for re-examination for an inactive certificate. 
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50. The Department proposes to add paragraph 20.7.4.26(D) NMAC to clarify and 
reinforce that re-examination is required for reinstatement of all inactive certificates. 

 
51. In 20.7.4.27(F) NMAC and 20.7.4.28(A)(1), (A)(2), and (A)(3) NMAC, the 

Department proposes to strike the word “person” and replace it with the word 
“individual” as referenced in the proposed revision in 20.7.4.7(C) NMAC, 
“Definitions,” to specify a human being as opposed to the more expansive definition of 
“person.” 
 

52. In 20.7.4.29(D) NMAC, the Department proposes to add language to specify how new 
members are appointed to the Utility Operator Certification Board.  As currently 
promulgated, the regulations are unclear as to how proposed board members come 
before the Commission for appointment. 

 
53. In 20.7.4.29(G)(4) NMAC, the Department proposes to strike the word “reciprocity” 

and replace it with the word “equivalency” as referenced in the proposed revision in 
20.7.4.24 NMAC, as the term reciprocity is not used anywhere in the proposed 
regulation amendments. 

 
54. The Department proposes to update references to various sections, subsections, and 

paragraphs throughout 20.7.4 NMAC to reflect overall changes and adjustments of the 
formatting variety. 
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TITLE 20 ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
CHAPTER 7 WASTEWATER AND WATER SUPPLY FACILITIES 
PART 4  UTILITY OPERATOR CERTIFICATION 
  
20.7.4.1  ISSUING AGENCY:  Water Quality Control Commission. 
[20.7.4.1 NMAC - Rp, 20 NMAC 7.4.100, 1-26-01] 
  
20.7.4.2  SCOPE:  All persons, facilities and systems subject to the act. 
[20.7.4.2 NMAC - Rp, 20 NMAC 7.4.101, 1-26-01; A, 11-15-06] 
  
20.7.4.3  STATUTORY AUTHORITY:  Utility Operators Certification Act, NMSA 1978, Sections 61-
33-1 to 10. 
[20.7.4.3 NMAC - Rp, 20 NMAC 7.4.102, 1-26-01] 
  
20.7.4.4  DURATION:  Permanent. 
[20.7.4.4 NMAC - Rp, 20 NMAC 7.4.103, 1-26-01] 
  
20.7.4.5  EFFECTIVE DATE:  January 26, 2001, unless a later date is indicated in the history note at the 
end of a  section. 
[20.7.4.5 NMAC - Rp, 20 NMAC 7.4.104, 1-26-01] 
  
20.7.4.6  OBJECTIVE:  The objective of this part is to implement the act. 
[20.7.4.6 NMAC - Rp, 20 NMAC 7.4.105, 1-26-01; A, 11-15-06] 
 
20.7.4.7  DEFINITIONS:  All terms used in this part shall have the following meanings: 
 A. “act” means the Utility Operators Certification Act, NMSA 1978, Sections 61-33-1 to 10; 
 B. “board” means the utility operators certification advisory board; 
 C. “certified operator” means [a person] an individual who is certified by the department as being 
qualified to operate one of the classifications of public water supply systems or public wastewater facilities; 
 D. “collection system” means pipelines or conduits, pumping stations, force mains, and all other 
devices, appurtenances and facilities used for collecting and conducting waste to a point of treatment and disposal; 
 E. “commission” means the water quality control commission; 
 F. “department” means the New Mexico environment department; 
 G. “distribution system” means pipelines, appurtenances, devices and facilities which carry potable 
water under pressure to each consumer; 
 H. “domestic liquid waste” means human excreta and water-carried waste from typical residential 
plumbing fixtures and activities, including but not limited to waste from toilets, sinks, bath fixtures, clothes or 
dishwashing machines and floor drains; 
 I. “domestic liquid waste treatment unit” means any system that is designed to discharge less than 
two thousand gallons per day and that is subject to the rules promulgated by the environmental improvement board 
pursuant to Paragraph (3) of Subsection (A) of Section 74-1-8 NMSA 1978 or a watertight unit designed, 
constructed and installed to stabilize only domestic liquid waste and to retain solids contained in such domestic 
liquid waste, including septic tanks; 
 J. “education” means academic credit received attending any public or private primary, secondary or 
high school, approved vocational training courses in the water supply and wastewater field, college or university; 
 K. [“experience” means actual work experience, full or part-time, as an operator in the fields of 
public water supply or public wastewater treatment; work experience in a related field may be accepted at the 
discretion of the department;] “experience” means actual work as an operator in the fields of public water supply 
systems or public wastewater facilities as defined in Paragraphs (1) through (5) of this Subsection.  Work experience 
in a related field may be accepted at the discretion of the department: 
  (1) “water experience” means drinking water treatment or distribution system operation work 
experience on a public water supply system, full or part-time, acquired by performing day-to-day system 
integrity/process control operations, rather than from textbook study or observation.  It means the applicant has 
operated a public water treatment facility or distribution system.  The applicant must have experience in some 
combination of public water system and/or distribution system operational tasks, including but not limited to: 
routine operational tests; routine process control operations; interpretation of test results; calculation of chemical 
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dosages and subsequent adjustment of chemical feeders; flow rate and pressure adjustments; filter backwash; water 
main repair, installation, tapping, disinfection and flushing; water meter installation, replacement, operation and 
maintenance; advanced water treatment operation and maintenance; and completion of operational reports. 
  (2) “distribution experience” means drinking water distribution system operation work 
experience on a public water supply system, full or part-time, acquired by performing day-to-day system 
integrity/process control operations, rather than from textbook study or observation.  It means the applicant has 
operated a public drinking water distribution system.  The applicant must have experience in some combination of 
distribution system operational tasks, including but not limited to: routine operational tests; routine process control 
operations; interpretation of test results; calculation of chemical dosages and subsequent adjustment of chemical 
feeders; flow rate and pressure adjustments; water main repair, installation, tapping, disinfection and flushing; 
hydrant installation, maintenance and repair; valve installation, maintenance and repair; and corp/curb stop 
installation and replacement and water meter installation, replacement, operation and maintenance. 
  (3) “wastewater experience” means wastewater treatment or collection operation work 
experience on a public wastewater facility, full or part-time, acquired by performing day-to-day system 
integrity/process control operations, rather than from textbook study or observation.  It means the applicant has 
operated a public wastewater treatment facility or collection system.  The applicant must have experience in some 
combination of public wastewater treatment and or collection system operational tasks, including but not limited to: 
routine operational tests; routine process control operations; interpretation of test results; calculation of chemical 
dosages and subsequent adjustment of chemical feeders; flow rate and pressure adjustments; 
nitrification/denitrification; activated sludge management; sewer main installation, repair, tapping, flushing and 
jet/mechanical rodding; valve installation, maintenance and repair; lift station maintenance and repair; bar 
screen/grit chamber maintenance; effluent chlorination/dechlorination; advanced water treatment operation and 
maintenance; routine system operation and maintenance; and completion of operational reports. 
  (4) “collection experience” means wastewater collection system operation work experience 
on a public wastewater facility, full or part-time, acquired by performing day-to-day system integrity/process control 
operations, rather than from textbook study or observation.  It means the applicant has operated a public wastewater 
collection system.  The applicant must have experience in some combination of public wastewater collection system 
operational tasks, including but not limited to: routine system operation and maintenance; routine process control 
operations; flow rate and pressure adjustments; sewer main installation, repair, tapping, flushing and jet/mechanical 
rodding; valve and stop installation, maintenance and repair; lift station maintenance and repair; and completion of 
operational reports. 
  (5) “wastewater laboratory technician experience” means wastewater laboratory sample 
collection and analysis work experience at a  public wastewater facility, full or part-time, acquired by performing 
day-to-day system integrity/process control operations based on wastewater analysis results, rather than from 
textbook study or observation.  It means the applicant has sampled and analyzed wastewater at a  public wastewater 
treatment facility.  The applicant must have experience in some combination of wastewater sampling and laboratory 
analysis tasks, including but not limited to: total residual chlorine by DPD method or titration; pH by probe; 
temperature; dissolved oxygen by probe or by the Winkler Method; colorimetry using commercially prepared 
reagents; specific ion electrode analysis; titration; gravimetry; media and standards preparation; including 
Biochemical Oxygen Demand-BOD, fecal coliform, and E. coli; wastewater residual analyses including Total 
Suspended Solids-TSS, Total Volatile Solids-TVS and Volatile Suspended Solids-VSS; analyses using reagents and 
standards preparations to perform digestion, distillation, spectrophotometry and chromatography; analyses for 
nitrates, nitrites, Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen-TKN, ammonium-NH4, trace metals, anions and whole effluent toxicity. 
 L.  “general service area” means within the physical boundary of a single public water supply system 
or public wastewater facility; it does not include consecutive systems. 
 M.[ L.] “operate” means performing any activity or function or making any process control or system 
integrity decision regarding water quality or water quantity that has the potential to affect the proper functioning of a 
public water supply system or public wastewater facility or to affect human health, public welfare or the 
environment; [the term "operate" does not include the operation of monitoring equipment from a distantly remote 
location;] 
 N.[M.] “operator” means any individual person who operates a public water supply system or public 
wastewater facility; 
 O.  “operator in training” is a  training level of operator certification that allows potential operators to 
take the level one operator exam(s) to show proficiency in the subject prior to gaining the experience required to 
become properly certified. 
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 [N.            “owner” means the person or persons who own(s) any part of a public water supply system or 
public wastewater facility;] 
 P.[O.] “person” means any agency, department or instrumentality of the United States and any of its 
officers, agents or employees, the state or any agency, institution or political subdivision thereof, any public or 
private corporation, individual, partnership, association or other entity, and includes any officer or governing or 
managing body of any political subdivision or public or private corporation; 
 Q.[P.] “population served” means actual or estimated maximum number of individuals [persons] served 
by the public water supply system or public wastewater facility; 
 R. “program” means the New Mexico utility operator certification program; 
 S.[Q.] “public wastewater facility” means a system of structures, equipment and processes designed to 
collect and treat domestic and industrial waste and dispose of the effluent, but does not include: 
  (1) any domestic liquid waste treatment unit; 
  (2) any industrial facility subject to an industrial pretreatment program regulated by the 
United States environmental protection agency under the requirement of the federal Clean Water Act of 1977; or 
  (3) any waste treatment system which is strictly limited to treating non-human, agricultural 
waste; 
 T.[R.] “public water supply system” means: 
  (1) a  system for the provision through pipes or other constructed conveyances to the public 
of water for human consumption or domestic purposes if the system: 
   (a) has at least fifteen service connections; or 
   (b) regularly serves an average of at least twenty-five individuals at least sixty days 
of the year; 
  (2) any water supply source and any treatment, storage and distribution facilities under 
control of the operator of the system; and 
  (3) any collection device, including but not limited to wells, spring boxes, infiltration 
galleries or intake structures, and any treatment, storage, and distribution facilities under the control of the operator 
of such system and any collection device or pretreatment storage facilities not under such control which are used 
primarily in connection with such system; 
 U. “relevant experience” means experience in water, wastewater, distribution, collections, or 
laboratory technician operations as defined in Subsection K of 20.7.4.7 NMAC; 
 V.[S.] “supervision” means the coordination, direction, oversight or inspection of the operation of a 
public water supply system or a public wastewater facility; [the term "supervision" does not include the operation of 
monitoring equipment from a distantly remote location;] 
 W.[T.] “training” means approved education or non-academic training in the fields of public water supply 
system or public wastewater facility operations; 
 X.[U.] “training credit” means the amount of credit earned by a participant in a training program; and 
 Y.[V.] “treatment works” means any plant or other works used for the purpose of treating, stabilizing or 
holding wastes. 
[20.7.4.7 NMAC - Rp, 20 NMAC 7.4.108, 1-26-01; A, 10-17-01; A, 11-15-06; A, XX/XX/XXXX]  
 
20.7.4.8  CONSTRUCTION:  This part shall be liberally construed to carry out the purposes of the act.  If 
any provision or application of this part is held invalid, the remainder or its application to other situations or persons 
shall not be affected. 
[20.7.4.8 NMAC - Rp, 20 NMAC 7.4.106, 1-26-01; A, 11-15-06] 
  
20.7.4.9  COMPLIANCE WITH OTHER REGULATIONS:  Compliance with this part does not relieve 
a person from the obligation to comply with other applicable state and federal regulations. 
[20.7.4.9 NMAC - Rp, 20 NMAC 7.4.107, 1-26-01] 
  
20.7.4.10 LEVELS OF CERTIFICATION FOR OPERATORS OF PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY 
SYSTEMS AND PUBLIC WASTEWATER FACILITIES: 
 A. The levels of general certification for operators of public water supply systems from lowest to 
highest shall be: 
  (1) level 1 water supply (WS1); 
  (2) level 2 water supply (WS2); 
  (3) level 3 water supply (WS3); and 
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  (4) level 4 water supply (WS4). 
 B. The levels of special certification for operators of public water supply systems from lowest to 
highest shall be: 
  (1) small water (SW); and 
  (2) small water advanced (SWA); 
 C. The levels of certification for water sample technicians at public water supply systems from lowest 
to highest shall be: 
  (1) water sample technician 1 (WST1); and 
  (2) water sample technician 2 (WST2). 
 D. The levels of certification for operators of distribution systems at public water supply systems 
from lowest to highest shall be: 
  (1) distribution systems 1 (DS1); 
  (2) distribution systems 2 (DS2); and 
  (3) distribution systems 3 (DS3). 
 E. The levels of general certification for operators of public wastewater facilities from lowest to 
highest shall be: 
  (1) level 1 wastewater (WW1); 
  (2) level 2 wastewater (WW2); 
  (3) level 3 wastewater (WW3); and 
  (4) level 4 wastewater (WW4). 
 F. The levels of special certification for operators of public wastewater facilities from lowest to 
highest shall be: 
  (1) small wastewater (SWW); and 
  (2) small wastewater advanced (SWWA). 
 G. The levels of certification for wastewater laboratory technicians at public wastewater facilities 
from lowest to highest shall be: 
  (1) wastewater laboratory technician 1 (WWLT1); 
  (2) wastewater laboratory technician 2 (WWLT2); and 
  (3) wastewater laboratory technician 3 (WWLT3). 
 H. The levels of certification for operators of collection systems at public wastewater facilities from 
lowest to highest shall be: 
  (1) collection systems 1 (CS1); and 
  (2) collection systems 2 (CS2). 
 I. The levels of certification for operators in training at public water systems and at public 
wastewater facilities shall be: 
  (1) level 1 water supply-operator in training (WS1-OIT); 
  (2) level 1 wastewater-operator in training (WW1-OIT); and 
  (3) level 1 wastewater laboratory technician-operator in training (WWLT1-OIT). 
[20.7.4.10 NMAC - Rp, 20 NMAC 7.4.109 - 110, 1-26-01; A, 11-15-06; A, XX/XX/XXXX] 
  
20.7.4.11 CLASSIFICATION OF PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS AND PUBLIC 
WASTEWATER FACILITIES: 
 A. Public water supply systems and public wastewater facilities are classified based on: (1) the size 
and type of the system or facility; (2) the capacity of the system or facility in terms of size service area and number 
of users served; (3) the type and character of the water or wastewater to be treated; and (4) the physical conditions 
affecting the treatment plants, collection systems and distribution systems. 
 B. Public water supply systems and public wastewater facilities are classified in accordance with the 
requirements of 20.7.4.12 NMAC and 20.7.4.13 NMAC. 
[20.7.4.11 NMAC - Rp, 20 NMAC 7.4.111, 1-26-01; A, 11-15-06] 
  
20.7.4.12 PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS: 
 A. In order to operate the various types of treatment processes at public water supply systems, the 
indicated level of certification shall be required: 
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Type of Treatment Process 
Population Served 

25 to 
500 

501 to 
5,000 

5,001 to 
10,000 

10,001 to 
20,000 

20,000+ 

Filtration (sand, gravity) SWA WS3 WS3 WS3 WS4 
Coagulation, sedimentation, filtration SWA WS3 WS3 WS4 WS4 
Chemical precipitation (Mn, Fe, softening) SWA WS3 WS3 WS4 WS4 
Aeration SW WS2 WS3 WS3 WS4 
Odor and taste control (activated carbon) SW WS2 WS3 WS3 WS4 
Chemical addition (stabilization) SW WS2 WS2 WS3 WS4 
Pressure filtration SWA [WS2] 

WS3  
[WS2] 
WS3  

WS3 WS4 

Ion exchange (softening, defluoridation) SWA [WS2] 
WS3 WS3 WS3 WS4 

Chlorination SW WS2 WS2 WS3 WS4 
Fluoridation [SW] 

SWA 
[WS2] 
WS3 

[WS2] 
WS3 WS3 WS4 

Arsenic removal SWA WS3 WS3 WS3 WS4 
Radionuclide removal SWA WS3 WS3 WS3 WS4 
Special, such as desalinization, UV disinfection and 
Ozone SWA WS4 WS4 WS4 WS4 

Production, ground water only SW WS1 WS2 WS3 WS4 
  
 B. In order to operate various types of distribution systems at public water supply systems, the 
indicated level of certification shall be required: 
  

Type of Distribution Systems 
Population Served 

25 to 
500 

501 to 
5,000 

5,001 to 
10,000 

10,001 to 
20,000 

20,000+ 

Distribution of treated surface water SW DS2 DS2 DS2 DS3 
Distribution of chlorinated groundwater SW DS2 DS2 DS2 DS3 
Distribution of unchlorinated groundwater SW DS1 DS2 DS2 DS3 

  
 C. In order to perform the various types of water sampling at public water supply systems after 
January 1, [2008] 2022 the indicated level of certification shall be required: 
  

Type of Water Sampling 
Population Served 

25 to 
500 

501 to 
5,000 

5,001 to 
10,000 

10,001 to 
20,000 

20,000+ 

Microbiology, Disinfection By-Product Rule, Lead 
& Copper Rule compliance, Free Chlorine Residual 

by DPD method and pH by probe 
SW or 
WST1 WST1 WST1 WST1 WST1 

Chemical and Radiological WST2 WST2 WST2 WST2 WST2 
[20.7.4.12 NMAC - Rp, 20 NMAC 7.4.112, 1-26-01; A, 11-15-06; A, XX/XX/XXXX] 
  
20.7.4.13 PUBLIC WASTEWATER FACILITIES: 
 A. In order to operate the various types of treatment processes at public wastewater facilities, the 
indicated level of certification shall be required: 
  

Type of Treatment Process 
Population Served 

25 to 
500 

501 to 
5,000 

5,001 to 
10,000 

10,001 to 
20,000 20,000+ 

Raw wastewater lagoons SWW WW1 WW1 WW1 WW1 
Aerated lagoons SWW WW2 WW2 WW2 WW2 
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Primary treatment SWW WW2 WW2 WW2 WW2 
Primary treatment and oxidation ponds SWW WW2 WW2 WW2 WW2 
Secondary treatment, trickling filter SWW WW2 WW3 WW3 WW4 
Secondary treatment, aeration SWWA WW3 WW3 WW4 WW4 
Physical-chemical treatment processes SWWA WW3 WW3 WW3 WW4 
Advanced waste treatment process, such as UV 
disinfection and Ozone SWWA WW3 WW4 WW4 WW4 

Phosphorous and nitrogen removal SWWA WW3 WW3 WW4 WW4 
  
 B. In order to operate collection systems at the various sizes of public wastewater facilities, the 
indicated level of certification shall be required: 
  

Population Served 25 to 
500 

501 to 
5,000 

5,001 to 
10,000 

10,001 to 
20,000 20,000+ 

Level of Certification SWW CS1 CS1 CS2 CS2 
  
 C. In order to perform wastewater analysis for regulatory compliance at public wastewater facilities 
after January 1, 2011, the indicated level of certification shall be required: 
  

Level of Certification Needed Type of Methodology Performed 

WWLT1 

  
Analyses involving colorimetry and commercially prepared 

reagents, including but not limited to Dissolved Oxygen (DO) 
and pH by probe, and commercially available test kits. 

  

WWLT2 

  
WWLT1 plus analyses involving other specific ion electrodes, 

titration, gravimetry, microbiology, media and standards 
preparation, including but not limited to Biochemical Oxygen 

Demand (BOD), fecal coliform, E.coli, residuals (Total 
Suspended Solids (TSS), Total Volatile Solids (TVS), Volatile 
Suspended Solids (VSS), etc.), Total Residual Chlorine (TRC) 

by titration, and Dissolved Oxygen by the Winkler method. 
  

WWLT3 

  
WWLT1 and WWLT2 plus analyses involving digestion, 

distillation, spectrophotometry, chromatography, reagents and 
standards preparation, live organisms, including but not limited 
to nitrogen (Nitrate (NO3), Ammonium (NH4), Total Kjeldahl 

Nitrogen (TKN)), trace metals, anions, and whole effluent 
toxicity. 

  

SWW, SWWA, WW1, WW2, WW3, WW4, 
WWLT1, WWLT2 or WWLT3 

  
TRC by the N-diethyl-p-phenylene-diamine (DPD) method, pH, 

Temperature and DO by probe. 
  

[20.7.4.13 NMAC - Rp, 20 NMAC 7.4.113, 1-26-01; A, 11-15-06; A, 1-15-11; A, XX/XX/XXXX] 
 
20.7.4.14 LESSER INCLUDED CERTIFICATIONS: 
 A. An operator holding a SWA certification is certified to perform any activity or function or make 
any process control or system integrity decision which requires a SW and WST1 certification. 
 B. An operator holding a SWWA certification is certified to perform any activity or function or make 
any process control or system integrity decision which requires a SWW certification. 
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 C. An operator holding a WS1 certification is certified to perform any activity or function or make 
any process control or system integrity decision which requires a SW, WST1 and DS1 certification. 
 D. An operator holding a WS2 certification is certified to perform any activity or function or make 
any process control or system integrity decision which requires a SW, WS1, WST1, WST2, DS1 and DS2 
certification. 
 E. An operator holding a WS3 certification is certified to perform any activity or function or make 
any process control or system integrity decision which requires a SW, SWA, WS1, WS2, WST1, WST2, DS1, DS2 
and DS3 certification. 
 F. An operator holding a WS4 certification is certified to perform any activity or function or make 
any process control or system integrity decision which requires a SW, SWA, WS1, WS2, WS3, WST1, WST2, DS1, 
DS2 and DS3 certification. 
 G. An operator holding a WW1 certification is certified to perform any activity or function or make 
any process control or system integrity decision which requires a SWW and CS1 certification. 
 H. An operator holding a WW2 certification is certified to perform any activity or function or make 
any process control or system integrity decision which requires a SWW, WW1, WWLT1, CS1 and CS2 
certification. 
 I. An operator holding a WW3 certification is certified to perform any activity or function or make 
any process control or system integrity decision which requires a SWW, SWWA, WW1, WW2, WWLT1, WWLT2, 
CS1 and CS2 certification. 
 J. An operator holding a WW4 certification is certified to perform any activity or function or make 
any process control or system integrity decision which requires a SWW, SWWA, WW1, WW2, WW3, WWLT1, 
WWLT2, CS1 and CS2 certification. 
[20.7.4.14 NMAC - N, 11-15-06; A, 1-15-11; A, XX/XX/XXXX] 
  
20.7.4.15 MINIMUM NUMBER OF CERTIFIED OPERATORS: 
 A. A public wastewater facility or public water supply system shall provide the minimum number of 
certified operators needed to operate the system or facility to protect human health, public welfare or the 
environment. 
 B. If the department determines a public wastewater facility or public water supply system is in 
violation of Subsection A of this section, the department may determine the minimum number of certified operators 
needed for the public wastewater facility or public water supply system.  The determination shall be made in writing 
and delivered by certified mail.  Violation of the department determination shall be considered a violation of the 
rule. 
 C. In determining the minimum number of certified operators needed to operate a public wastewater 
facility or public water supply system in compliance with Subsection A of this section, the department shall consider 
the following criteria: 
  (1) current compliance with applicable state and federal regulations; 
  (2) historical compliance with applicable state and federal regulations; 
  (3) actual discharge/production compared to design capacity; 
  (4) availability of redundant facilities; 
  (5) geographic area served by the public wastewater facility or public water supply system; 
  (6) level of automation; 
  (7) staffing plan; 
  (8) capacity assessment findings; 
  (9) sanitary survey deficiencies; 
  (10) mechanical reliability; and 
  (11) currency of federally required vulnerability assessments and risk management plans. 
[20.7.4.15 NMAC - N, 2/2/09] 
  
20.7.4.16 CODE OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT: 
 A. This code expresses in general terms the level of professional conduct expected of certified 
operators in the state of New Mexico.  This code of professional conduct is intended to guide the actions of certified 
operators and depends upon the integrity of each certified operator to conduct themselves in a responsible and 
straightforward manner in operating public water supply systems and public wastewater facilities. 
 B. All certified operators are charged with understanding this code of professional conduct and are 
expected to be familiar with the provisions of these rules and the utility operator certification regulations.  Failure to 
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follow the code of professional conduct shall be considered gross incompetence by the department.  The department 
shall, following notification of the certified operator, first seek the advisement of the utility operators certification 
advisory board prior to any application of enforcement made pursuant to this code of professional conduct. 
 C. The certified operator shall: 
  (1) protect the safety, health, and welfare of the public in the performance of the operator’s 
duties; 
  (2) report to the proper authority or the department as necessary any conduct that would 
endanger the safety, health, and welfare of the public in regard[s] to the operation of a public water supply system or 
public wastewater facility; 
  (3) submit objective and truthful information in all reports, statements, and testimony as 
required by state and federal law; 
  (4) conscientiously and proficiently operate and maintain public water supply systems and 
public wastewater facilities; 
  (5) act honestly, responsibly, ethically, and lawfully in a manner that enhances the reputation 
of the profession; 
  (6) avoid any conflict of interest that could influence the operator’s professional judgment 
and promptly report any such conflict of interest to the operator’s employer as necessary; and 
  (7) not falsify any academic or professional qualifications and not misrepresent such 
qualifications to the operator’s employer, the department, or any member of the public. 
[20.7.4.16 NMAC - N, 1-17-17; A, XX/XX/XXXX] 
  
20.7.4.17 - 20.7.4.19 [RESERVED] 
  
20.7.4.20 CERTIFICATION GENERAL PROVISIONS: 
 A. It is unlawful to operate or allow the operation of a public water supply system or public 
wastewater facility unless the system or facility is operated by or under the [on site] supervision of a certified 
operator who meets or exceeds the appropriate level of certification required to operate the system or facility and is 
located within the general service area. 
 B. Certified operator supervision and direction must be provided within the general service area for 
any process control changes; process monitoring may be done outside the general service area.  
 C.[B.] Separate certification is required for the operation of public water supply systems and public 
wastewater facilities. 
 D.[C.] The name(s) of the certified operator(s) employed by a public water supply system or public 
wastewater facility must be on file at all times with the department.  A certified operator may be replaced with 
another certified operator of the required level at any time.  [The owner shall notify the department in writing of the 
name of the new certified operator within thirty days after the replacement of the certified operator.] 
 E.[D.] The department may issue certifications restricted to distribution systems, [or] collection systems, 
water sample technician, or wastewater laboratory technician. 
 F. Operators shall update the program’s online database or notify the department in writing of any 
change in personal data including mailing address, email address, phone number and employer within thirty days of 
the change.  Operators shall verify by December 31 of each year that personal and employer information is correct 
in the program’s online database.  All operators who fail to verify this information shall incur a late penalty of $10 
per month with a maximum penalty of three years or $360.00. 
[20.7.4.20 NMAC - Rp, 20 NMAC 7.4.200, 1-26-01; A, 11-15-06; A, XX/XX/XXXX] 
[The department provides a “verify” button for personal and employer information in the Secure Extranet Portal 
(SEP) UOCP Operator Lookup application.  The department also provides an optional form that may be used to 
verify personal and employer information.  The form is available on the utility operator certification program’s 
webpages on the department website or by contacting the Utility Operator Certification Program at 1190 S. St. 
Francis Dr., Harold Runnels Building, Suite S-2050, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505.  Applicants should submit 
verification forms to the Utility Operator Certification Program, attention:  Information Verification, PO Box 5469, 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87502.] 
 
20.7.4.21 REQUIREMENTS FOR APPLICATION FOR CERTIFICATION: 
 A. Each applicant for certification as a certified operator shall: 
  (1) complete an application on forms furnished by the department; applications shall be 
submitted to the department not later than thirty days prior to the date of the examination; 
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  (2) submit evidence that the applicant has reached the age of majority; 
  (3) pay a nonrefundable, nontransferable examination application fee, in advance, to the 
department; [the examination application fee for certification as a SW, SWA, SWW, SWWA, WST1, WST2 and 
WWLT1 shall be $25.00; the examination application fee for certification as a WS1, WS2, WS3, WS4, WW1, 
WW2, WW3, WW4, WWLT2, WWLT3, CS1, CS2, DS1, DS2 and DS3 shall be $30.00;] 
Exam 

Application 
Fees beginning 

January 1: 

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 

WS1-OIT, 
WW1-OIT, 

WWLT1-OIT 
SW, SWA, 

SWW, SWWA, 
WST1, WST2 
and WWLT1  

$30.00 $31.50 
 

$33.00 
 

$34.50 $36.00 
 

$37.75 
 

$39.50 $41.25 $43.25 $45.25 $47.50 

WS1, WS2, 
WS3, WS4, 

WW1, WW2, 
WW3, WW4, 

WWLT2, 
WWLT3, CS1, 
CS2, DS1, DS2 

and DS3  

$31.50  $33.00  $34.50  $36.00  $37.75 $39.50 $41.25 $43.25 $45.25 $47.50 $49.75 

 
  (4) successfully meet the educational, experience and training requirements stipulated in 
20.7.4.22 NMAC; all training programs must be approved by the department, and the department shall assign the 
number of training credits for each approved training program; and 
  (5) successfully pass the written examination for the level of certification being applied for.                 
  (5) after successful completion of one year of water or wastewater experience the WS1-OIT, 
and WW1-OIT and WWLT1-OIT operator shall pay a renewal fee for the upgraded WS1, or WW1 or WWLT1-OIT 
certificate: 
   

OIT 
Certificate 
Renewal 

Fees: 

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 

WS1, WW1, 
and WWLT1  

 

$30.00 

 

$31.50 

 

$33.00 

 

$34.50 

 

$36.00 

 

$37.75 

 

$39.50 

 

$40.00 

 

$40.00 

 

$40.00 

 

$40.00 

 
 B. Written examinations for certification shall be scheduled at such times and locations as the 
department deems appropriate.  Written examinations shall be used in determining skill, knowledge, ability and 
judgment of the applicant.  All written examinations will be graded, and the applicants notified of the 
results.  Examination papers will not be returned to the applicant, but may be reviewed by the applicant at the 
department. 
[20.7.4.21 NMAC - Rp, 20 NMAC 7.4.201, 1-26-01; A, 11-15-06; A, XX/XX/XXXX] 
  
20.7.4.22 MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTIFICATION: 
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 A. [The minimum requirements for each level of certification are:] All levels of certification require 
high school graduation, achieving a passing score on a general education development (GED) exam, or achieving a 
passing score on a High School Equivalency Test (HiSet). All levels of certification require relevant experience in 
public drinking water, distribution, wastewater, collections, or laboratory technician field as appropriate with the 
exclusion of the OIT certifications and as defined in 20.7.4.7.K NMAC; and successful completion of the required 
number of approved training credits: 
  [(1) SW, SWA, SWW, SWWA, WS1, WW1, WWLT1, DS1 and CS1 certification require 
high school graduation, or general equivalency diploma, one year of experience and successful completion of ten 
training credits; 
  (2) WS2, WW2, WWLT2, DS2 and CS2 certification require high school graduation, or 
general equivalency diploma, two years of experience and successful completion of thirty training credits; 
  (3) WS3, WW3, WWLT3 and DS3 certification require high school graduation, or general 
equivalency diploma, four years of experience and successful completion of fifty training credits; 
  (4) WS4 and WW4 certification require high school graduation, or general equivalency 
diploma, one year’s experience, as appropriate, as a WS3 and WW3 certificate holder and successful completion of 
eighty training credits; 
  (5) WST1 certification requires high school graduation, or general equivalency diploma, and 
successful completion of five training credits; 
  (6) WST2 certification requires high school graduation, or general equivalency diploma, and 
successful completion of ten training credits.] 
 

Certification Level Relevant Experience Required 
(Years) 

Total Approved Training Credits 
Required in the Category of 

Certification Being Requested 

WST1 0 5 

WST2 0 10 

WS1-OIT, WW1-OIT, 
WWLT1-OIT 0 10 

SW, SWA, SWW, 
SWWA,  

1 10 
WS1, WW1, DS1 CS1, 

WWLT1 

WS2, WW2, DS2, CS2, 
WWLT2 2 30 

WS3, WW3, DS3, 
WWLT3 4 50 

WS4, WW4 1 year as WS3 or WW3 
certificate holder, as appropriate 80 

 
 B. All applicants shall successfully pass the written examination for the level of certification applied 
for.  
               C.[B.] Substitutions. 
  (1) In no case shall the actual relevant experience be less than one year for any level with the 
exclusion of the OIT certificate and except as in Subparagrah [(d)](c) of Paragraph [(2)](4) of Subsection [B]C of 
this section. 
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  (2) “Successfully completed higher education” means earning a 70% or equivalent grade in a 
college degree program. 
  (3) “Approved water or wastewater technical school” means an institution accredited by one 
of the accrediting agencies recognized by the U.S. Department of Education.  
  [(2)](4) Education may be substituted for the basic requirements or used for training credits as 
follows.  In no case may the same education serve both as a substitution for relevant experience and as training 
credits except as provided in this section. 

 Successfully Completed 
 Higher Education 

and Relevant 
Experience Substitutes for 

(a) One year (30 credit hours) of successfully 
completed college education in any topic Twelve months Six months of additional relevant 

experience for all certification Levels  

(b) One year (30 credit hours) of an approved 
water or wastewater technical school  Twelve months 

One year of additional relevant 
experience for all Level 2 certifications, 

as appropriate 

(c) 
Associates Degree (60 or more credit hours) 

in an approved water or wastewater 
technical school 

Six months All requirements for Level 2 certifications 

(d) Six months (15 credit hours) of an approved 
water or wastewater technical school  

Thirty-six 
months All requirements for Level 3 certifications 

(e) 
Associates Degree (60 or more credit hours) 

in an approved water or wastewater 
technical school 

Twelve months All requirements for Level 3 certifications 

(f) 
Bachelor of Science degree in a major 

related to public water or public wastewater 
field 

Twenty-four 
months All requirements for Level 3 certifications 

 
   [(a) One year of additional experience may be substituted for the high school 
graduation or general equivalency diploma requirement for all levels of certification except level 4. 
   (b) No more than one year (30 semester hours) of successfully completed college 
education in a non-related field may be substituted for an additional six months of the required experience. 
   (c) One year of an approved vocational school in the water and/or wastewater field 
may be substituted for only one additional year of the required experience. 
   (d) An associate's degree for a two-year program in an approved school in the water 
and/or wastewater field and six months of actual experience in that field (which may be accrued before, during, or 
after the school program) may be substituted for the requirements of any level up to and including level 2.  An 
associate's degree for a  two-year program in an approved school in the water and/or wastewater field and twelve 
months of actual experience in that field (which may be accrued before, during, or after the school program) may be 
substituted for the requirements of a  level 3. 
   (e) Completion of at least three years of actual experience in the water and/or 
wastewater field plus high school diploma or equivalent, plus 15 semester hours of successfully completed college 
education directly related to the water or wastewater field may be substituted for any level up to and including level 
3. 
   (f) A bachelor's degree for a  major directly related to the water or wastewater field 
plus two years of actual experience in that field may be substituted for any level up to and including level 3.] 
  [(3)](5) Full time water and wastewater laboratory technician experience may be substituted for 
operator relevant experience in a respective field at a rate of 25 percent of the actual laboratory technician 
experience held. 
[20.7.4.22 NMAC - Rp, 20 NMAC 7.4.202, 1-26-01; A, 11-15-06; A, XX/XX/XXXX] 
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20.7.4.23 [RESERVED] 
 
[20.7.4.23               TEMPORARY CERTIFICATION: 
                A.            If, after reasonable time and effort by an owner, a  qualified operator cannot be employed, the 
system or facility may apply for temporary certification for the operator of a system or facility.  In support of the 
application, the system or facility shall submit documentation demonstrating that it cannot employ a qualified 
operator and a schedule of compliance that includes the actions the system or facility will take to employ a certified 
operator, the date by which the system or facility will employ a certified operator, and a contingency plan that 
outlines the actions to be taken if the system’s or facility’s schedule fails to result in the employment of a  certified 
operator. 
                B.            A temporary certificate may be issued to an individual for a period not to exceed six months. 
                C.            A temporary certificate may be extended to a maximum of 18 months if the operator is involved 
in a training program that will qualify the operator for the required level in that period. 
                D.            An extension to the six-month temporary certification will require prior approval of a  training 
program to ensure coverage of areas that are specific to the system, facility or individual’s knowledge and skills. 
[20.7.4.23 NMAC - Rp, 20 NMAC 7.4.203, 1-26-01; A, 10-17-01; A, 11-15-06]] 
  
20.7.4.24 [CERTIFICATION WITHOUT EXAMINATION:] CERTIFICATION EQUIVALENCY: 
 [A. Certificates shall be issued without an examination to persons who, on July 1, 1993, were 
operators of a  system or facility serving under 2,500 persons.  Applications for certification under this subsection 
must have been made on or before December 1, 1993. 
  (1) Persons making application under this subsection must meet the basic requirements for 
certification outlined in 20.7.4.22 NMAC. 
  (2) Certificates issued under this subsection will be restricted to the particular system or 
facility for which the applicant is employed as it existed on July 1, 1993.  Major changes in the type of treatment 
employed, or the size of the population served, that would significantly affect the operation of the system or facility 
shall cause any certificate issued under this subsection to become invalid.  The limitations of any certificate issued 
under this subsection will be printed thereon. 
  (3) The department may deny any application for certification under this subsection if, in the 
opinion of the department, approval of the application could adversely affect the health and safety of the public or 
the environment. 
  (4) Application for certification under this subsection must be accompanied by a $30.00 fee 
per certificate requested, payable to the department.] 
                A.[B.]            The department may issue certificates, at an equivalent level of certification, without 
examination to applicants who hold valid certificates or licenses issued by any state, territory, federally recognized 
Indian Tribes, or foreign jurisdiction, provided that the requirements for issuance of such certificates or licenses are, 
in the opinion of the department, equal to or higher than those set forth in this part.  Application for certification 
under this provision must be accompanied by a [$30.00] fee per certificate requested, payable to the department. 
 

Equivalency 
Certification 

Fees beginning 
January 1 in: 

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 

$31.50  $33.00  $34.50  $36.00  $37.75  $39.50  $41.25 $41.25 $45.25 $47.50 $49.75 

 
[20.7.4.24 NMAC - Rp, 20 NMAC 7.4.204, 1-26-01; A, 11-15-06; A, XX/XX/XXXX] 
  
20.7.4.25 RENEWAL OF CERTIFICATES: 
 A. All initial certifications shall expire on the last day of the certificate holder’s birth month 
following the third anniversary of certification.  All renewals shall be for three years. The WS1-OIT, WW1-OIT and 
WWLT1-OIT certifications cannot be renewed as WS1-OIT, WW1-OIT and WWLT1-OIT certificates.  A renewal 
fee will be payable to the department for each renewal.  Renewal fees shall be paid for each individual certification 
and shall be in accordance with the following fee schedule. 
  [(1) The renewal fee for SW, SWA, SWW and SWWA certifications shall be $20.00. 
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  (2) The renewal fee for WS1, WS2, WW1, WW2, WST1, WST2, WWLT1, WWLT2, 
WWLT3, CS1, CS2, DS1 and DS2 certifications shall be $25.00. 
  (3) The renewal fee for WS3, WW3, WS4, WW4 and DS3 certifications shall be $30.00.] 

Certificate 
Renewal 

Fees 
beginning 
January 1 

in: 

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 

SW, SWA, 
SWW, 

SWWA, 

 

$30.00 

 

$31.50 

 

$33.00 

 

$34.50 

 

$36.00 

 

$37.75 

 

$39.50 

 

$40.00 

 

$40.00 

 

$40.00 

 

$40.00 

WS1, WW1, 
DS1 CS1, 
WWLT1 

$30.00 $31.50 $33.00 $34.50 $36.00 $37.75 $39.50 $40.00 $40.00 $40.00 $40.00 
WS2, WW2, 
DS2, CS2, 
WWLT2 

WST1, 
WST2, 

WWLT3 

WS3, WS4, 
DS3, 

$31.50 $33.00 $34.50 $36.00 $37.75 $39.50 $40.00 $40.00 $40.00 $40.00 $40.00 
WW3, 
WW4 

 
                B.            The department shall mail send to each holder of a  certificate a renewal notice at least thirty days 
prior to the expiration date, [mailed to his last address] via each certificate holder’s electronic mail address of 
record.  Failure to receive such notice shall not relieve the holder of [his] responsibility to apply for renewal prior to 
the expiration date. 
                C.            Each certificate issued under 20.7.4.24 NMAC must be renewed at three-year intervals. The 
WS1-OIT, WW1-OIT and WWLT1-OIT certificates cannot be renewed.  Upon expiration, re-examination will be 
required for the reinstatement of a WS1-OIT, WW1-OIT or WWLT1-OIT certificate. 
                D.            Renewal will require that each certificate holder be credited with having obtained [thirty] 
training credits in the three-year period preceding the date on which renewal application is due and is outlined in the 
following table. [except for renewals of WST1 certifications which require five hours of training credits and WST2 
certifications which require ten hours of training credits.]  The thirty approved training credits must include at least 
ten training credits for approved training in the operation and maintenance of the same type of public water supply 
system or public wastewater facility as each certificate being renewed with the exception of the WST1 and WST2. 
 

Certification Level Approved Training Credits Required for Renewal 

WST1  5 

WST2 10 

SW, SWA, SWW, SWWA  30 
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WS1, WS2, WS3, WS4 

WW1, WW2, WW3, WW4 

DS1, DS2, DS3  

CS1, CS2 

WWLT1, WWLT2, WWLT3 

WS1-OIT, WW1-OIT, WWLT1-
OIT OIT certifications cannot be renewed 

 
[20.7.4.25 NMAC - Rp, 20 NMAC 7.4.205, 1-26-01; A, 10-17-01; A, 11-15-06; A, XX/XX/XXXX] 
  
20.7.4.26 LAPSED CERTIFICATES: 
 A. Certificates[, which] that have not been renewed in accordance with 20.7.4.25 NMAC[,] will be 
considered lapsed and invalid. WS1-OIT, WW1-OIT and WWLT1-OIT certificates will become inactive after the 
expiration date on the certificate and re-examination will be required for reinstatement. 
 B. Lapsed certificates may be reinstated without penalty upon application within thirty days of the 
date of expiration.  A lapsed certificate which has not been reinstated within the thirty-day period may be reinstated 
within one year of expiration date upon reapplication and payment of a $25.00 [$10.00] per month penalty fee for 
each month or portion thereof beyond the expiration date.  Reinstatement of lapsed certificate will also require 
satisfaction of all the renewal requirements of 20.7.4.25 NMAC. 
 C. If a lapsed certificate has not been reinstated within one year of its expiration date, [re-
examination will be required for reinstatement] it will become inactive.  An inactive certificate requires payment of 
12 months of accrued late fees and proof of additional training credits as defined in Subsection D of 20.7.4.25 
NMAC before application for re-examination. 
 D. Re-examination will be required for reinstatement of all inactive certificates. All applicants for re-
examination must meet the requirements of 20.7.4.21 and 20.7.4.22 NMAC of this part. 
[20.7.4.26 NMAC - Rp, 20 NMAC 7.4.206, 1-26-01; A, 11-15-06; A, XX/XX/XXXX] 
  
20.7.4.27 SUSPENSION AND REVOCATION: 
 A. The department may suspend or revoke any or all certificate(s) held by a certified operator as 
provided for in Section 61-33-7 of the act. 
 B. In the event of a contemplated suspension or revocation of a certificate, the department shall notify 
the certificate holder by registered mail of the reason for such action.  Within 20 days after receipt of the notice, the 
certificate holder may request in writing that a  hearing be held by the department. 
 C. When the department contemplates the suspension or revocation of a  certificate, the department 
shall serve upon the certificate holder a written notice containing a statement: 
  (1) that the department has sufficient evidence which, if not rebutted or explained, will 
justify the department in suspending or revoking the certificate; 
  (2) indicating the general nature of the evidence; 
  (3) that unless the certificate holder within twenty days after service of the notice deposits in 
the mail a  certified return receipt requested letter addressed to the department and containing a request for a  hearing, 
the department will take the contemplated action; and 
  (4) calling the certificate holder's attention to their rights under the Uniform Licensing Act, 
NMSA 1978, Section 61-1-8. 
 D. If the certificate holder does not mail a  request for a  hearing within the time and in the manner 
required by this section, the department may take the action contemplated in the notice and such action shall be final 
and not subject to judicial review. 
 E. If the certificate holder does mail a  request for a  hearing as required by this section, the 
department shall, within twenty days of receipt of such request, notify the certificate holder of the time and place of 
hearing, the name or names of the person or persons who shall conduct the hearing for the department and the 
statutes and regulations authorizing the department to take the contemplated action, which hearing shall be held not 
more than sixty nor less than fifteen days from the date of service of such notice. 
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 F. Re-issuance of a  revoked certificate shall be accomplished by reapplication as provided for in an 
original certificate.  Any [person] individual whose certificate is revoked shall be ineligible for admission to any 
examination for certification for the entire period of revocation as set by the department. 
 G. A certificate may be suspended for a  specified period of time to be determined by the department. 
[20.7.4.27 NMAC - Rp, 20 NMAC 7.4.207, 1-26-01; A, 11-15-06; A, XX/XX/XXXX] 
  
20.7.4.28 ELIGIBILITY FOR OPERATOR TRAINING GRANT FUNDS:  Each applicant for operator 
training grant funds administered by the department shall: 
 A. Submit evidence satisfactory to the department that the recipient of the training: 
  (1) is [a  person] an individual who is a  candidate for employment as a "certified operator" as 
defined under 20.7.4.7 NMAC of this part; or 
  (2) is [a  person] an individual in a supervisory role responsible for the management of a 
public water supply system or public wastewater facility; or 
  (3) is [a  person] an individual who is or will be involved in the instruction of operators. 
 B. Submit evidence satisfactory to the department that not less than ten percent of the training cost is 
provided by the employer of the utility operator; the cost of per diem and mileage may not be paid from grant funds 
but may be accounted in determining the training cost provided by the employer; and 
 C. Supply any other pertinent information deemed necessary by the department. 
[20.7.4.28 NMAC - Rp, 20 NMAC 7.4.208, 1-26-01; A, 11-15-06; A, XX/XX/XXXX] 
  
20.7.4.29 UTILITY OPERATORS CERTIFICATION ADVISORY BOARD: 
 A. Pursuant to Section 61-33-4(C)[(G)] of the act, a  board shall be appointed by the commission to 
function with the commission to establish qualifications of operators, classify systems and facilities, adopt rules and 
advise the department on the administration of the act. 
 B. The commission shall properly notify the board of all matters brought before the commission to 
which the act is applicable. 
 C. The board shall consist of seven certified operators.  The commission shall also appoint two 
certified operators to serve as alternates to board members in their absence.  All alternates appointed prior to the 
effective date of this part will be allowed to serve out the remainder of their three-year terms. 
 D. Appointments to the board shall be for three-year terms.  The commission shall appoint new board 
members at its first meeting of each fiscal year.  The department shall petition the commission to appoint new board 
members.  The terms shall overlap so that no more than three terms shall expire in any one year. 
 E. At the first meeting of each fiscal year, the board shall elect from its membership a chairman, a  
vice chairman, and two members to sit as commission members on all matters to which the act is applicable. 
 F. A quorum shall consist of a  least four members. 
 G. The duties of the board shall include: 
  (1) reviewing proposed rules, regulations and guidelines regarding the administration of the 
act for action by the commission including: 
   (a) the basis for classifying public water supply systems and public wastewater 
facilities; 
   (b) qualifications for the various classifications of operators; 
   (c) proposing criteria for the evaluation of the minimum number of certified 
operators needed to operate a public water supply system or public wastewater facility; and 
   (d) developing criteria for the classification of wastewater laboratory technicians 
based on the complexity of analytical work performed; 
  (2) reviewing proposed examinations for each level and type of certification; 
  (3) proposing criteria  for the evaluation of applicant qualifications; 
  (4) reviewing applications for issuance of certificates by [reciprocity] equivalency or 
endorsement; 
  (5) proposing criteria  for the evaluation of proposed training programs; 
  (6) making recommendations to the commission for replacement when a board vacancy 
occurs; and 
  (7) performing any other function in regard to the act as directed by the commission. 
 H. Any board member failing to attend three consecutive regular meetings is automatically removed 
as a member of the board.  The commission may remove any member of the board for neglect of any duty required 
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by law, for incompetence or for unprofessional conduct and shall remove any board member who violates any 
provision of the act.  The commission shall fill any vacancies on the board. 
[20.7.4.29 NMAC - Rp, 20 NMAC 7.4.209, 1-26-01; A, 11-15-06; A, XX/XX/XXXX] 
  
HISTORY of 20.7.4 NMAC: 
Pre-NMAC History: 
WQC 67-2, Regulations Governing Water Pollution Control in New Mexico, filed 12-5-67 
WQC 72-1, Water Quality Control Commission Regulations, filed 8-4-72 
WQC 72-1, Amendment No. 5, Regulations for the Classification of Utility Systems and Certification of Utility 
Operators, filed 3-18-74 
WQCC 77-1, Amended Water Quality Control Commission Regulations, filed 1-18-77 
WQCC 77-1, Amendment No. 1, filed 9-21-79 
WQCC 81-2, Water Quality Control Commission Regulations, filed 6-2-81 
WQCC 82-1, Water Quality Control Commission Regulations, filed 8-19-82 
WQCC 82-1, Amendment No. 2, filed 10-18-84 
WQCC 82-1, Amendment No. 3, filed 7-23-85 
WQCC 82-1, Amendment No. 5, filed 5-19-86 
WQCC 82-1, Amendment No. 10, filed 7-20-93 
WQCC 82-1, Amendment No. 12, filed 9-28-94 
  
History of the Repealed Material: 
20 NMAC 7.4, Wastewater and Water Supply Facilities - Utility Operator Certification, Repealed effective 1-26-01 
  
Other History: 
WQCC 82-1, Water Quality Control Commission Regulations, Replaced in part by 20 NMAC 7.4, filed 10-25-95 
 



From: Maxfield, Annie, NMENV
To: joanne.vandestreek@nmlegis.gov
Cc: lcs@nmlegis.gov; Hall, Eric, NMENV
Subject: Notice of Upcoming Rulemaking Proceeding
Date: Thursday, June 3, 2021 3:27:14 PM
Attachments: 2021-05-27 - Public Notice 20.7.4 NMAC Amendments (English).pdf

2021-05-27 - Public Notice 20.7.4 NMAC Amendments (Spanish).pdf

Good afternoon Ms. Vandestreek,

I am writing to provide notice to you of a petition to amend regulations (20.7.4 NMAC, Utility
Operator Certification) that the New Mexico Environment Department filed with the Water Quality
Control Commission. 

In accordance with NMSA 1978, Section 14-4-2(E), I’m sending the attached notice to you fulfill the
requirement of providing rulemaking information to the New Mexico legislative council service for
distribution to the appropriate interim and standing legislative committees.  The notice has been
posted on the New Mexico Environment Department’s web pages here: 
https://www.env.nm.gov/drinking_water/utility-operator-certification-program/. 

The notice will also be published in the New Mexico Register on June 8, 2021. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or require additional information.

Thank you,

Annie Maxfield
Assistant General Counsel
New Mexico Environment Department
121 Tijeras Avenue NE, Ste 1000
Albuquerque, NM  87102
Annie.Maxfield@state.nm.us
505-222-9592  phone
505-383-2064  fax
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
FOR AMENDMENTS TO 20.7.4 NMAC 


UTILITY OPERATOR CERTIFICATION 
 
The Water Quality Control Commission (“WQCC”) will hold a public hearing beginning on August 10, 2021, 
following the regularly scheduled WQCC public meeting and continuing thereafter as necessary via the WebEx 
online meeting platform.  The videoconference's Meeting ID and Password, videoconference link, and telephone 
numbers are as follows: 
 
Beginning Tuesday, August 10, 2021: 
To connect via video conference, go to: 
Meeting link:  https://nmed-oit.webex.com/nmed-oit/j.php?MTID=m915e8e39fddf48a5a6f4538c8ff81011 
Meeting number:  177 786 5919 
Password:  2pqDb2PQ2TZ 
Join by video system 
Dial:  1777865919@nmed-oit.webex.com 
You can also dial 173.243.2.68 and enter your meeting number. 
 
Join by phone: 
+1-415-655-0001 US Toll 
Access code:  177 786 5919 
Global call-in numbers 
 
Please visit the WQCC website prior to the hearing for any updates:  https://www.env.nm.gov/water-quality-
control-commission/wqcc/.  The purpose of the hearing is to consider proposed amendments to 20.7.4 NMAC, 
Utility Operator Certification.  The New Mexico Environment Department’s Drinking Water Bureau (“Bureau”) 
proposed these amendments to clarify the experience that operators must possess to achieve certain levels of 
certifications, add an operator in training certification, explain the general service area of water and wastewater 
systems, update fee schedules for operators obtaining certifications, and make minor edits to assist both the 
Bureau and certified operators in using the regulations, in accordance with the state Water Quality Act and Utility 
Operator Certification Act. 
 
The proposed amendments to 20.7.4 NMAC may be reviewed online at:  https://www.env.nm.gov/water-quality-
control-commission/wqcc-21-26-in-the-matter-of-proposed-amendments-to-utility-operator-certification/.  Due to 
restrictions currently in place by the Governor’s Executive Orders and various emergency public health orders 
designed to protect the public and prevent the spread of the Novel Coronavirus Disease – 2019 (COVID-19), the 
WQCC Administrator’s office is closed to the public.  Therefore, in-person review of the proposed amendments is 
not possible at this time.  Persons who wish to review a physical copy of the proposed amendments should contact 
the WQCC Administrator at the address provided below. 
 
All interested persons will be given reasonable opportunity at the hearing to submit relevant evidence, data, views, 
and arguments, orally or in writing; to introduce exhibits; and to examine witnesses. 
 
Pursuant to 20.1.6.202 NMAC, those wishing to present technical testimony must file a  written notice of intent to 
present technical testimony with the WQCC Administrator on or before 5:00 p.m.  Mountain Daylight Time on 
July 21, 2021, 20 days prior to the hearing.  Notices of intent to present technical testimony should reference the 
name of the regulation, the date of the hearing, and the docket number, WQCC 21-26. 
 
The form and content of the notice of intent to present technical testimony shall: 
-  Identify the person for whom the witness(es) will testify; 
-  Identify each technical witness the person intends to present and state the qualifications of that witness, 
including a description of their education and work background; 
-  Include a copy of the full written direct testimony of each technical witness in narrative form; 
-  Include the text of any recommended modifications to the proposed regulatory change; and 
-  List and attach all exhibits anticipated to be offered by that person at the hearing, including any proposed 
statement of reasons for adoption of rules. 
 
Notices of intent to present technical testimony shall be filed with: 
Pamela Jones, WQCC Administrator 
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New Mexico Environment Department 
Harold Runnels Building 
P.O. Box 5469 
Santa Fe, NM 87502 
telephone:  (505) 660-4305 
email:  pamela.jones@state.nm.us 
 
Those wishing to do so may offer non-technical public comment at the hearing or submit a  non-technical written 
statement in lieu of oral testimony at or before the hearing.  Written comments regarding the proposed amended 
rule may be addressed to Pamela Jones, WQCC Administrator, at the above address, and should reference docket 
number WQCC 21-26.  Pursuant to 20.1.6.203 NMAC, any person may file an entry of appearance as a party.  
The entry of appearance shall be filed with the WQCC Administrator, at the above address, no later than July 21, 
2021, 20 days before the date of the hearing. 
 
The hearing will be conducted in accordance with the WQCC Rulemaking Procedures 20.1.6 NMAC; the Water 
Quality Act, Sections 74-6-1 to 74-6-17 NMSA 1978 (1967 as amended through 2019); the State Rules Act, 
Section 14-4-5.3 NMSA 1978; and other applicable procedures. 
 
If any person requires assistance, an interpreter or auxiliary aid to participate in this process, please contact 
Pamela Jones, WQCC Administrator, at the above address, by June 29, 2021.  (TDD or TTY users please access 
the number via the New Mexico Relay Network, 1-800-659-1779 (voice); TTY users:  1-800-659-8331). 
 
STATEMENT OF NON-DISCRIMINATION:  NMED does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, 
national origin, disability, age or sex in the administration of its programs or activities, as required by applicable 
laws and regulations.  NMED is responsible for coordination of compliance efforts and receipt of inquiries 
concerning non-discrimination requirements implemented by 40 C.F.R. Parts 5 and 7, including Title VI of the 
Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended; Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973; the Age Discrimination Act 
of 1975, Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, and Section 13 of the Federal Water Pollution Control 
Act Amendments of 1972.  If you have any questions about this notice or any of NMED’s non-discrimination 
programs, policies or procedures, you may contact:  Kathryn Becker, Non-Discrimination Coordinator, New 
Mexico Environment Department, 1190 St. Francis Dr., Suite N4050, P.O. Box 5469, Santa Fe, NM 87502, (505) 
827-2855, nd.coordinator@state.nm.us.  If you believe that you have been discriminated against with respect to a 
NMED program or activity, you may contact the Non-Discrimination Coordinator identified above. 
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AVISO DE AUDIENCIA PÚBLICA 
PARA ENMIENDAS A 20.7.4 NMAC 


CERTIFICACIÓN DE OPERADOR DE SERVICIOS PÚBLICOS 
 
La Comisión de Control de Calidad del Agua ("WQCC" por sus siglas en inglés) celebrará una audiencia pública 
a partir del 10 de agosto de 2021, después de la  reunión pública de la  WQCC programada regularmente, y 
continuará después según sea necesario a través de la  plataforma de reuniones en línea WebEx.  El ID y la  
contraseña de la  reunión de la  videoconferencia, el enlace de la  videoconferencia y los números de teléfono son 
los siguientes: 
 
A partir del martes, 10 de agosto de 2021: 
Para conectarse por videoconferencia, vaya a: 
Enlace de la  reunión: https://nmed-oit.webex.com/nmed-oit/j.php?MTID=m915e8e39fddf48a5a6f4538c8ff81011 
Número de la  reunión: 177 786 5919 
Contraseña: 2pqDb2PQ2TZ 
Únase por sistema de vídeo 
Marque: 1777865919@nmed-oit.webex.com 
También puede marcar 173.243.2.68 e introducir el número de reunión. 
 
Únase por teléfono 
+1-415-655-0001 US Toll 
Código de acceso: 177 786 5919 
Números de llamadas globales 
 
Consulte el sitio web de la WQCC antes de la  audiencia para ver cualquier actualización: 
https://www.env.nm.gov/water-quality-control-commission/wqcc/.  El propósito de la  audiencia es considerar las 
enmiendas propuestas a 20.7.4 NMAC, Certificación de Operadores de Servicios Públicos.  La Oficina de Agua 
Potable del Departamento de Medio Ambiente de Nuevo México ("Oficina") propuso estas enmiendas para 
aclarar la  experiencia que los operadores deben poseer para lograr ciertos niveles de certificaciones, añadir una 
certificación de operador en formación, explicar el área de servicio general de los sistemas de agua y aguas 
residuales, actualizar las tablas de tarifas para los operadores que obtienen certificaciones, y hacer ediciones 
menores para ayudar tanto a la  Oficina como a los operadores certificados en el uso de las regulaciones, de 
acuerdo con la Ley de Calidad del Agua del estado y la  Ley de Certificación de Operadores de Servicios Públicos. 
 
Las enmiendas propuestas a 20.7.4 NMAC pueden consultarse en línea en: https://www.env.nm.gov/water-
quality-control-commission/wqcc-21-26-in-the-matter-of-proposed-amendments-to-utility-operator-certification/.  
Debido a las restricciones actualmente en vigor por las Órdenes Ejecutivas de la  Gobernadora y varias órdenes de 
salud pública de emergencia diseñadas para proteger al público y prevenir la  propagación de la  Nueva 
Enfermedad por Coronavirus – 2019 (COVID-19), la  oficina de la  administradora de la  WQCC está cerrada al 
público.  Por lo tanto, la  revisión en persona de las enmiendas propuestas no es posible en este momento. Las 
personas que deseen ver una copia impresa de las enmiendas propuestas deben comunicarse con la administradora 
de la  WQCC en la dirección indicada más abajo. 
 
Todas las personas interesadas tendrán una oportunidad razonable en la  audiencia para presentar evidencias, datos, 
puntos de vista y argumentos pertinentes, de forma oral o por escrito; presentar pruebas instrumentales y para 
interrogar a los testigos. 
 
De conformidad con 20.1.6.202 NMAC, quienes deseen presentar un testimonio técnico deben presentar un aviso 
por escrito de su intención de presentar un testimonio técnico ante la  administradora de la WQCC a más tardar a 
las 5:00 p.m., hora de verano de la montaña, del 21 de julio de 2021, 20 días antes de la  audiencia.  Los avisos 
de intención de presentar testimonios técnicos deben hacer referencia al nombre de la  regulación, la  fecha de la  
audiencia y el número de expediente, WQCC 21-26. 
 
La forma y el contenido del aviso de la  intención de presentar un testimonio técnico deberán: 
-  Identificar a  la  persona por quien testificará el testigo o testigos; 
-  Identificar cada uno de los testigos técnicos que la  persona tiene intención de presentar e indicar las 
calificaciones de dicho testigo, incluida una descripción de su formación y experiencia laboral; 
-  Incluir una copia del testimonio directo completo por escrito de cada testigo técnico en forma narrativa; 
-  Incluir el texto de cualquier modificación recomendada para el cambio regulatorio propuesto; y 
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-  Enumerar y adjuntar todas las pruebas instrumentales que se prevé que ofrezca esa persona en la  audiencia, 
incluida cualquier declaración propuesta de las razones para la  adopción de las normas. 
 
Los avisos de intención de presentar un testimonio técnico se presentarán a: 
Pamela Jones, administradora de la  WQCC 
Departamento de Medio Ambiente de Nuevo México 
Edificio Harold Runnels 
P.O. Box 5469 
Santa Fe, NM 87502 
teléfono: (505) 660-4305 
correo electrónico: pamela.jones@state.nm.us 
 
Aquellos que deseen hacerlo pueden ofrecer comentarios públicos no técnicos en la  audiencia o presentar una 
declaración no técnica por escrito en lugar de un testimonio oral en la  audiencia o antes de la  audiencia.  Los 
comentarios por escrito sobre la  norma enmendada propuesta pueden dirigirse a Pamela Jones, administradora de 
la  WQCC, a la  dirección indicada anteriormente, y deben hacer referencia al número de expediente WQCC 21-26.  
De conformidad con 20.1.6.203 NMAC, cualquier persona puede presentar un registro de comparecencia como 
parte.  El registro de comparecencia deberá presentarse a la administradora de la  WQCC, en la  dirección indicada 
anteriormente, a  más tardar hasta el 21 de julio de 2021, 20 días antes de la  fecha de la  audiencia. 
 
La audiencia se llevará a cabo de acuerdo con los Procedimientos de Elaboración de Normas de la WQCC 20.1.6 
NMAC; la Ley de Calidad del Agua, Secciones 74-6-1 a 74-6-17 NMSA 1978 (1967 según enmendada hasta el 
2019); la  Ley de Normas del Estado, Sección 14-4-5.3 NMSA 1978; y otros procedimientos aplicables. 
 
Si alguna persona requiere asistencia, un intérprete o un aparato auxiliar para participar en este proceso, 
comuníquese con Pamela Jones, administradora de la WQCC, en la  dirección anterior, a más tardar hasta el 29 de 
junio de 2021.  (Los usuarios de TDD o TTY pueden acceder al número a través de la  Red de Retransmisión de 
Nuevo México, 1-800-659-1779 (voz); los usuarios de TTY: 1-800-659-8331). 
 
AVISO DE NO DISCRIMINACIÓN:  El NMED no discrimina por motivos de raza, color, nacionalidad, 
discapacidad, edad o sexo en la  administración de sus programas o actividades, como lo exigen las leyes y 
reglamentos aplicables.  NMED es responsable de la  coordinación de los esfuerzos de cumplimiento y la  
recepción de consultas sobre los requisitos de no discriminación implementados por 40 C.F.R.  Partes 5 y 7, 
incluido el Título VI de la  Ley de Derechos Civiles de 1964, según enmendada; Sección 504 de la  Ley de 
rehabilitación de 1973; la  Ley de Discriminación por Edad de 1975, el Título IX de las Enmiendas de Educación 
de 1972 y la  Sección 13 de las Enmiendas de la  Ley Federal de Control de la  Contaminación del Agua de 1972.  
Si tiene alguna pregunta sobre este aviso o cualquiera de los programas, políticas o procedimientos de no 
discriminación de NMED, puede comunicarse con: Kathryn Becker, coordinadora de no discriminación, NMED, 
1190 St. Francis Dr., Suite N4050, P.O. Box 5469, Santa Fe, NM 87502, (505) 827-2855 o 
nd.coordinator@state.nm.us.  Si cree que ha sido discriminado con respecto a un programa o actividad del 
NMED, puede comunicarse con la coordinadora de no discriminación. 
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
FOR AMENDMENTS TO 20.7.4 NMAC 

UTILITY OPERATOR CERTIFICATION 

The Water Quality Control Commission (“WQCC”) will hold a public hearing beginning on August 10, 2021, 
following the regularly scheduled WQCC public meeting and continuing thereafter as necessary via the WebEx 
online meeting platform.  The videoconference's Meeting ID and Password, videoconference link, and telephone 
numbers are as follows: 

Beginning Tuesday, August 10, 2021: 
To connect via video conference, go to: 
Meeting link:  https://nmed-oit.webex.com/nmed-oit/j.php?MTID=m915e8e39fddf48a5a6f4538c8ff81011 
Meeting number:  177 786 5919 
Password:  2pqDb2PQ2TZ 
Join by video system 
Dial:  1777865919@nmed-oit.webex.com 
You can also dial 173.243.2.68 and enter your meeting number. 

Join by phone: 
+1-415-655-0001 US Toll
Access code:  177 786 5919
Global call-in numbers

Please visit the WQCC website prior to the hearing for any updates:  https://www.env.nm.gov/water-quality-
control-commission/wqcc/.  The purpose of the hearing is to consider proposed amendments to 20.7.4 NMAC, 
Utility Operator Certification.  The New Mexico Environment Department’s Drinking Water Bureau (“Bureau”) 
proposed these amendments to clarify the experience that operators must possess to achieve certain levels of 
certifications, add an operator in training certification, explain the general service area of water and wastewater 
systems, update fee schedules for operators obtaining certifications, and make minor edits to assist both the 
Bureau and certified operators in using the regulations, in accordance with the state Water Quality Act and Utility 
Operator Certification Act. 

The proposed amendments to 20.7.4 NMAC may be reviewed online at:  https://www.env.nm.gov/water-quality-
control-commission/wqcc-21-26-in-the-matter-of-proposed-amendments-to-utility-operator-certification/.  Due to 
restrictions currently in place by the Governor’s Executive Orders and various emergency public health orders 
designed to protect the public and prevent the spread of the Novel Coronavirus Disease – 2019 (COVID-19), the 
WQCC Administrator’s office is closed to the public.  Therefore, in-person review of the proposed amendments is 
not possible at this time.  Persons who wish to review a physical copy of the proposed amendments should contact 
the WQCC Administrator at the address provided below. 

All interested persons will be given reasonable opportunity at the hearing to submit relevant evidence, data, views, 
and arguments, orally or in writing; to introduce exhibits; and to examine witnesses. 

Pursuant to 20.1.6.202 NMAC, those wishing to present technical testimony must file a  written notice of intent to 
present technical testimony with the WQCC Administrator on or before 5:00 p.m.  Mountain Daylight Time on 
July 21, 2021, 20 days prior to the hearing.  Notices of intent to present technical testimony should reference the 
name of the regulation, the date of the hearing, and the docket number, WQCC 21-26. 

The form and content of the notice of intent to present technical testimony shall: 
- Identify the person for whom the witness(es) will testify;
- Identify each technical witness the person intends to present and state the qualifications of that witness, 
including a description of their education and work background;
- Include a copy of the full written direct testimony of each technical witness in narrative form;
- Include the text of any recommended modifications to the proposed regulatory change; and
- List and attach all exhibits anticipated to be offered by that person at the hearing, including any proposed 
statement of reasons for adoption of rules.

Notices of intent to present technical testimony shall be filed with: 
Pamela Jones, WQCC Administrator NMED Exhibit 9
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New Mexico Environment Department 
Harold Runnels Building 
P.O. Box 5469 
Santa Fe, NM 87502 
telephone:  (505) 660-4305 
email:  pamela.jones@state.nm.us 

Those wishing to do so may offer non-technical public comment at the hearing or submit a  non-technical written 
statement in lieu of oral testimony at or before the hearing.  Written comments regarding the proposed amended 
rule may be addressed to Pamela Jones, WQCC Administrator, at the above address, and should reference docket 
number WQCC 21-26.  Pursuant to 20.1.6.203 NMAC, any person may file an entry of appearance as a party.  
The entry of appearance shall be filed with the WQCC Administrator, at the above address, no later than July 21, 
2021, 20 days before the date of the hearing. 

The hearing will be conducted in accordance with the WQCC Rulemaking Procedures 20.1.6 NMAC; the Water 
Quality Act, Sections 74-6-1 to 74-6-17 NMSA 1978 (1967 as amended through 2019); the State Rules Act, 
Section 14-4-5.3 NMSA 1978; and other applicable procedures. 

If any person requires assistance, an interpreter or auxiliary aid to participate in this process, please contact 
Pamela Jones, WQCC Administrator, at the above address, by June 29, 2021.  (TDD or TTY users please access 
the number via the New Mexico Relay Network, 1-800-659-1779 (voice); TTY users:  1-800-659-8331). 

STATEMENT OF NON-DISCRIMINATION:  NMED does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, 
national origin, disability, age or sex in the administration of its programs or activities, as required by applicable 
laws and regulations.  NMED is responsible for coordination of compliance efforts and receipt of inquiries 
concerning non-discrimination requirements implemented by 40 C.F.R. Parts 5 and 7, including Title VI of the 
Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended; Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973; the Age Discrimination Act 
of 1975, Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, and Section 13 of the Federal Water Pollution Control 
Act Amendments of 1972.  If you have any questions about this notice or any of NMED’s non-discrimination 
programs, policies or procedures, you may contact:  Kathryn Becker, Non-Discrimination Coordinator, New 
Mexico Environment Department, 1190 St. Francis Dr., Suite N4050, P.O. Box 5469, Santa Fe, NM 87502, (505) 
827-2855, nd.coordinator@state.nm.us.  If you believe that you have been discriminated against with respect to a 
NMED program or activity, you may contact the Non-Discrimination Coordinator identified above. 

NMED Exhibit 9
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AVISO DE AUDIENCIA PÚBLICA 
PARA ENMIENDAS A 20.7.4 NMAC 

CERTIFICACIÓN DE OPERADOR DE SERVICIOS PÚBLICOS 

La Comisión de Control de Calidad del Agua ("WQCC" por sus siglas en inglés) celebrará una audiencia pública 
a partir del 10 de agosto de 2021, después de la  reunión pública de la  WQCC programada regularmente, y 
continuará después según sea necesario a través de la  plataforma de reuniones en línea WebEx.  El ID y la  
contraseña de la  reunión de la  videoconferencia, el enlace de la  videoconferencia y los números de teléfono son 
los siguientes: 

A partir del martes, 10 de agosto de 2021: 
Para conectarse por videoconferencia, vaya a: 
Enlace de la  reunión: https://nmed-oit.webex.com/nmed-oit/j.php?MTID=m915e8e39fddf48a5a6f4538c8ff81011 
Número de la  reunión: 177 786 5919 
Contraseña: 2pqDb2PQ2TZ 
Únase por sistema de vídeo 
Marque: 1777865919@nmed-oit.webex.com 
También puede marcar 173.243.2.68 e introducir el número de reunión. 

Únase por teléfono 
+1-415-655-0001 US Toll
Código de acceso: 177 786 5919
Números de llamadas globales

Consulte el sitio web de la WQCC antes de la  audiencia para ver cualquier actualización: 
https://www.env.nm.gov/water-quality-control-commission/wqcc/.  El propósito de la  audiencia es considerar las 
enmiendas propuestas a 20.7.4 NMAC, Certificación de Operadores de Servicios Públicos.  La Oficina de Agua 
Potable del Departamento de Medio Ambiente de Nuevo México ("Oficina") propuso estas enmiendas para 
aclarar la  experiencia que los operadores deben poseer para lograr ciertos niveles de certificaciones, añadir una 
certificación de operador en formación, explicar el área de servicio general de los sistemas de agua y aguas 
residuales, actualizar las tablas de tarifas para los operadores que obtienen certificaciones, y hacer ediciones 
menores para ayudar tanto a la  Oficina como a los operadores certificados en el uso de las regulaciones, de 
acuerdo con la Ley de Calidad del Agua del estado y la  Ley de Certificación de Operadores de Servicios Públicos. 

Las enmiendas propuestas a 20.7.4 NMAC pueden consultarse en línea en: https://www.env.nm.gov/water-
quality-control-commission/wqcc-21-26-in-the-matter-of-proposed-amendments-to-utility-operator-certification/.  
Debido a las restricciones actualmente en vigor por las Órdenes Ejecutivas de la  Gobernadora y varias órdenes de 
salud pública de emergencia diseñadas para proteger al público y prevenir la  propagación de la  Nueva 
Enfermedad por Coronavirus – 2019 (COVID-19), la  oficina de la  administradora de la  WQCC está cerrada al 
público.  Por lo tanto, la  revisión en persona de las enmiendas propuestas no es posible en este momento. Las 
personas que deseen ver una copia impresa de las enmiendas propuestas deben comunicarse con la administradora 
de la  WQCC en la dirección indicada más abajo. 

Todas las personas interesadas tendrán una oportunidad razonable en la  audiencia para presentar evidencias, datos, 
puntos de vista y argumentos pertinentes, de forma oral o por escrito; presentar pruebas instrumentales y para 
interrogar a los testigos. 

De conformidad con 20.1.6.202 NMAC, quienes deseen presentar un testimonio técnico deben presentar un aviso 
por escrito de su intención de presentar un testimonio técnico ante la  administradora de la  WQCC a más tardar a 
las 5:00 p.m., hora de verano de la montaña, del 21 de julio de 2021, 20 días antes de la  audiencia.  Los avisos 
de intención de presentar testimonios técnicos deben hacer referencia al nombre de la  regulación, la  fecha de la  
audiencia y el número de expediente, WQCC 21-26. 

La forma y el contenido del aviso de la  intención de presentar un testimonio técnico deberán: 
- Identificar a  la  persona por quien testificará el testigo o testigos;
- Identificar cada uno de los testigos técnicos que la  persona tiene intención de presentar e indicar las 
calificaciones de dicho testigo, incluida una descripción de su formación y experiencia laboral;
- Incluir una copia del testimonio directo completo por escrito de cada testigo técnico en forma narrativa;
- Incluir el texto de cualquier modificación recomendada para el cambio regulatorio propuesto; y

NMED Exhibit 9
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- Enumerar y adjuntar todas las pruebas instrumentales que se prevé que ofrezca esa persona en la  audiencia, 
incluida cualquier declaración propuesta de las razones para la  adopción de las normas.

Los avisos de intención de presentar un testimonio técnico se presentarán a: 
Pamela Jones, administradora de la  WQCC 
Departamento de Medio Ambiente de Nuevo México 
Edificio Harold Runnels 
P.O. Box 5469 
Santa Fe, NM 87502 
teléfono: (505) 660-4305 
correo electrónico: pamela.jones@state.nm.us 

Aquellos que deseen hacerlo pueden ofrecer comentarios públicos no técnicos en la  audiencia o presentar una 
declaración no técnica por escrito en lugar de un testimonio oral en la  audiencia o antes de la  audiencia.  Los 
comentarios por escrito sobre la  norma enmendada propuesta pueden dirigirse a Pamela Jones, administradora de 
la  WQCC, a la  dirección indicada anteriormente, y deben hacer referencia al número de expediente WQCC 21-26.  
De conformidad con 20.1.6.203 NMAC, cualquier persona puede presentar un registro de comparecencia como 
parte.  El registro de comparecencia deberá presentarse a la administradora de la  WQCC, en la  dirección indicada 
anteriormente, a  más tardar hasta el 21 de julio de 2021, 20 días antes de la  fecha de la  audiencia. 

La audiencia se llevará a cabo de acuerdo con los Procedimientos de Elaboración de Normas de la WQCC 20.1.6 
NMAC; la Ley de Calidad del Agua, Secciones 74-6-1 a 74-6-17 NMSA 1978 (1967 según enmendada hasta el 
2019); la  Ley de Normas del Estado, Sección 14-4-5.3 NMSA 1978; y otros procedimientos aplicables. 

Si alguna persona requiere asistencia, un intérprete o un aparato auxiliar para participar en este proceso, 
comuníquese con Pamela Jones, administradora de la  WQCC, en la  dirección anterior, a más tardar hasta el 29 de 
junio de 2021.  (Los usuarios de TDD o TTY pueden acceder al número a través de la  Red de Retransmisión de 
Nuevo México, 1-800-659-1779 (voz); los usuarios de TTY: 1-800-659-8331). 

AVISO DE NO DISCRIMINACIÓN:  El NMED no discrimina por motivos de raza, color, nacionalidad, 
discapacidad, edad o sexo en la  administración de sus programas o actividades, como lo exigen las leyes y 
reglamentos aplicables.  NMED es responsable de la  coordinación de los esfuerzos de cumplimiento y la  
recepción de consultas sobre los requisitos de no discriminación implementados por 40 C.F.R.  Partes 5 y 7, 
incluido el Título VI de la  Ley de Derechos Civiles de 1964, según enmendada; Sección 504 de la  Ley de 
rehabilitación de 1973; la  Ley de Discriminación por Edad de 1975, el Título IX de las Enmiendas de Educación 
de 1972 y la  Sección 13 de las Enmiendas de la  Ley Federal de Control de la  Contaminación del Agua de 1972.  
Si tiene alguna pregunta sobre este aviso o cualquiera de los programas, políticas o procedimientos de no 
discriminación de NMED, puede comunicarse con: Kathryn Becker, coordinadora de no discriminación, NMED, 
1190 St. Francis Dr., Suite N4050, P.O. Box 5469, Santa Fe, NM 87502, (505) 827-2855 o 
nd.coordinator@state.nm.us.  Si cree que ha sido discriminado con respecto a un programa o actividad del 
NMED, puede comunicarse con la coordinadora de no discriminación. 
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SSCIENCE | INNOVATION | COLLABORATION | COMPLIANCE 
1190 Saint Francis Drive, PO Box 5469, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87502-5469 | (505) 827-2855 | www.env.nm.gov 

MICHELLE LUJAN GRISHAM JAMES C. KENNEY 
GOVERNOR CABINET SECRETARY 

VIA EMAIL 
June 5, 2021 

Small Business Regulatory Advisory Commission 
c/o Johanna Nelson 
New Mexico Economic Development Department 
1100 St. Francis Drive 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501 
Johanna.Nelson@state.nm.us 

Re: Proposed Amendments to 20.7.4 NMAC – Utility Operator Certification 

Dear Commission Members: 

The New Mexico Environment Department (“Department”) hereby provides notice to the Small Business 
Regulatory Advisory Commission, pursuant to the Small Business Regulatory Relief Act ("Act"), NMSA 
1978, Sections 14-4A-1 to -5 (2005), that the Water Protection Division, Drinking Water Bureau 
(“Bureau”) has submitted a petition to the Water Quality Control Commission (WQCC) to amend 20.7.4 
NMAC – Utility Operator Certification.  The New Mexico Environment Department proposed these 
amendments to clarify the experience that operators must possess to achieve certain levels of 
certifications, add an operator in training certification, explain the general service area of water and 
wastewater systems, update fee schedules for operators obtaining certifications, and make minor edits 
to assist both the Department and certified operators in using the regulations, in accordance with the 
state Water Quality Act and Utility Operator Certification Act. 

Extensive public participation has been solicited regarding the proposed amendments for the above-
referenced regulations.  The Department held five stakeholder meetings beginning in the fall of 2019.  
As the Department developed and refined the regulations, the Department conducted targeted 
outreach with stakeholder groups, to include public water supply systems and certified utility operators.  
After finalizing a draft of regulation amendments, the Department held stakeholder meetings via the 
online meeting platform WebEx in September 2020.  Once stakeholders had a final chance for input, the 
Department presented the draft regulation amendments to the Utility Operator Certification Advisory 
Board, which voted to approve them at a public meeting in the fall of 2020.  For more information on 
this process and the amendments the Bureau has proposed, please visit the Bureau’s webpage at 
https://www.env.nm.gov/drinking_water/utility-operator-certification-program/. 

The WQCC will hold a hearing on the proposed regulatory amendments (Docket No. WQCC 21-26) 
beginning on Tuesday, August 10, 2021. For details regarding the time and location of the hearing, and 
to view filed documents related to this matter, please check the WQCC website at: 
https://www.env.nm.gov/water-quality-control-commission/wqcc-21-26-in-the-matter-of-proposed-
amendments-to-utility-operator-certification/. The WQCC will conduct the hearing in accordance with 
its WQCC Rulemaking Procedures found in 20.1.6 NMAC.

Pursuant to Section 14-4A-4 of the Act, the Department anticipates that the proposed regulatory 
amendments will have minimal impact on small businesses. If you require further information about 
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these proposed regulatory amendments, please call me at (505) 222-9592 or email me at 
annie.maxfield@state.nm.us. 

Sincerely, 
 
 
Annie Maxfield 
Assistant General Counsel 
New Mexico Environment Department 

Annie 
Maxfield

Digitally signed by Annie 
Maxfield 
Date: 2021.06.05 
14:58:29 -06'00'
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
FOR AMENDMENTS TO 20.7.4 NMAC 

UTILITY OPERATOR CERTIFICATION 

The Water Quality Control Commission (“WQCC”) will hold a public hearing beginning on August 10, 2021, 
following the regularly scheduled WQCC public meeting and continuing thereafter as necessary via the WebEx 
online meeting platform.  The videoconference's Meeting ID and Password, videoconference link, and telephone 
numbers are as follows: 

Beginning Tuesday, August 10, 2021: 
To connect via video conference, go to: 
Meeting link:  https://nmed-oit.webex.com/nmed-oit/j.php?MTID=m915e8e39fddf48a5a6f4538c8ff81011 
Meeting number:  177 786 5919 
Password:  2pqDb2PQ2TZ 
Join by video system 
Dial:  1777865919@nmed-oit.webex.com 
You can also dial 173.243.2.68 and enter your meeting number. 

Join by phone: 
+1-415-655-0001 US Toll
Access code:  177 786 5919
Global call-in numbers

Please visit the WQCC website prior to the hearing for any updates:  https://www.env.nm.gov/water-quality-
control-commission/wqcc/.  The purpose of the hearing is to consider proposed amendments to 20.7.4 NMAC, 
Utility Operator Certification.  The New Mexico Environment Department’s Drinking Water Bureau (“Bureau”) 
proposed these amendments to clarify the experience that operators must possess to achieve certain levels of 
certifications, add an operator in training certification, explain the general service area of water and wastewater 
systems, update fee schedules for operators obtaining certifications, and make minor edits to assist both the 
Bureau and certified operators in using the regulations, in accordance with the state Water Quality Act and Utility 
Operator Certification Act. 

The proposed amendments to 20.7.4 NMAC may be reviewed online at:  https://www.env.nm.gov/water-quality-
control-commission/wqcc-21-26-in-the-matter-of-proposed-amendments-to-utility-operator-certification/.  Due to 
restrictions currently in place by the Governor’s Executive Orders and various emergency public health orders 
designed to protect the public and prevent the spread of the Novel Coronavirus Disease – 2019 (COVID-19), the 
WQCC Administrator’s office is closed to the public.  Therefore, in-person review of the proposed amendments is 
not possible at this time.  Persons who wish to review a physical copy of the proposed amendments should contact 
the WQCC Administrator at the address provided below. 

All interested persons will be given reasonable opportunity at the hearing to submit relevant evidence, data, views, 
and arguments, orally or in writing; to introduce exhibits; and to examine witnesses. 

Pursuant to 20.1.6.202 NMAC, those wishing to present technical testimony must file a written notice of intent to 
present technical testimony with the WQCC Administrator on or before 5:00 p.m.  Mountain Daylight Time on 
July 21, 2021, 20 days prior to the hearing.  Notices of intent to present technical testimony should reference the 
name of the regulation, the date of the hearing, and the docket number, WQCC 21-26. 

The form and content of the notice of intent to present technical testimony shall: 
- Identify the person for whom the witness(es) will testify;
- Identify each technical witness the person intends to present and state the qualifications of that witness,
including a description of their education and work background;
- Include a copy of the full written direct testimony of each technical witness in narrative form;
- Include the text of any recommended modifications to the proposed regulatory change; and
- List and attach all exhibits anticipated to be offered by that person at the hearing, including any proposed
statement of reasons for adoption of rules.
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Notices of intent to present technical testimony shall be filed with: 
Pamela Jones, WQCC Administrator 
New Mexico Environment Department 
Harold Runnels Building 
P.O. Box 5469 
Santa Fe, NM 87502 
telephone:  (505) 660-4305 
email:  pamela.jones@state.nm.us 

Those wishing to do so may offer non-technical public comment at the hearing or submit a non-technical written 
statement in lieu of oral testimony at or before the hearing.  Written comments regarding the proposed amended 
rule may be addressed to Pamela Jones, WQCC Administrator, at the above address, and should reference docket 
number WQCC 21-26.  Pursuant to 20.1.6.203 NMAC, any person may file an entry of appearance as a party.  
The entry of appearance shall be filed with the WQCC Administrator, at the above address, no later than July 21, 
2021, 20 days before the date of the hearing. 

The hearing will be conducted in accordance with the WQCC Rulemaking Procedures 20.1.6 NMAC; the Water 
Quality Act, Sections 74-6-1 to 74-6-17 NMSA 1978 (1967 as amended through 2019); the State Rules Act, 
Section 14-4-5.3 NMSA 1978; and other applicable procedures. 

If any person requires assistance, an interpreter or auxiliary aid to participate in this process, please contact 
Pamela Jones, WQCC Administrator, at the above address, by June 29, 2021.  (TDD or TTY users please access 
the number via the New Mexico Relay Network, 1-800-659-1779 (voice); TTY users:  1-800-659-8331). 

STATEMENT OF NON-DISCRIMINATION:  NMED does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, 
national origin, disability, age or sex in the administration of its programs or activities, as required by applicable 
laws and regulations.  NMED is responsible for coordination of compliance efforts and receipt of inquiries 
concerning non-discrimination requirements implemented by 40 C.F.R. Parts 5 and 7, including Title VI of the 
Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended; Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973; the Age Discrimination Act 
of 1975, Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, and Section 13 of the Federal Water Pollution Control 
Act Amendments of 1972.  If you have any questions about this notice or any of NMED’s non-discrimination 
programs, policies or procedures, you may contact:  Kathryn Becker, Non-Discrimination Coordinator, New 
Mexico Environment Department, 1190 St. Francis Dr., Suite N4050, P.O. Box 5469, Santa Fe, NM 87502, (505) 
827-2855, nd.coordinator@state.nm.us.  If you believe that you have been discriminated against with respect to a
NMED program or activity, you may contact the Non-Discrimination Coordinator identified above.

AVISO DE AUDIENCIA PÚBLICA 
PARA ENMIENDAS A 20.7.4 NMAC 

CERTIFICACIÓN DE OPERADOR DE SERVICIOS PÚBLICOS 

La Comisión de Control de Calidad del Agua ("WQCC" por sus siglas en inglés) celebrará una audiencia pública 
a partir del 10 de agosto de 2021, después de la reunión pública de la WQCC programada regularmente, y 
continuará después según sea necesario a través de la plataforma de reuniones en línea WebEx.  El ID y la 
contraseña de la reunión de la videoconferencia, el enlace de la videoconferencia y los números de teléfono son 
los siguientes: 

A partir del martes, 10 de agosto de 2021: 
Para conectarse por videoconferencia, vaya a: 
Enlace de la reunión: https://nmed-oit.webex.com/nmed-oit/j.php?MTID=m915e8e39fddf48a5a6f4538c8ff81011 
Número de la reunión: 177 786 5919 
Contraseña: 2pqDb2PQ2TZ 
Únase por sistema de vídeo 
Marque: 1777865919@nmed-oit.webex.com 
También puede marcar 173.243.2.68 e introducir el número de reunión. 

Únase por teléfono 
+1-415-655-0001 US Toll
Código de acceso: 177 786 5919
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Números de llamadas globales 

Consulte el sitio web de la WQCC antes de la audiencia para ver cualquier actualización: 
https://www.env.nm.gov/water-quality-control-commission/wqcc/.  El propósito de la audiencia es considerar las 
enmiendas propuestas a 20.7.4 NMAC, Certificación de Operadores de Servicios Públicos.  La Oficina de Agua 
Potable del Departamento de Medio Ambiente de Nuevo México ("Oficina") propuso estas enmiendas para 
aclarar la experiencia que los operadores deben poseer para lograr ciertos niveles de certificaciones, añadir una 
certificación de operador en formación, explicar el área de servicio general de los sistemas de agua y aguas 
residuales, actualizar las tablas de tarifas para los operadores que obtienen certificaciones, y hacer ediciones 
menores para ayudar tanto a la Oficina como a los operadores certificados en el uso de las regulaciones, de 
acuerdo con la Ley de Calidad del Agua del estado y la Ley de Certificación de Operadores de Servicios Públicos. 

Las enmiendas propuestas a 20.7.4 NMAC pueden consultarse en línea en: https://www.env.nm.gov/water-
quality-control-commission/wqcc-21-26-in-the-matter-of-proposed-amendments-to-utility-operator-certification/.  
Debido a las restricciones actualmente en vigor por las Órdenes Ejecutivas de la Gobernadora y varias órdenes de 
salud pública de emergencia diseñadas para proteger al público y prevenir la propagación de la Nueva 
Enfermedad por Coronavirus – 2019 (COVID-19), la oficina de la administradora de la WQCC está cerrada al 
público.  Por lo tanto, la revisión en persona de las enmiendas propuestas no es posible en este momento. Las 
personas que deseen ver una copia impresa de las enmiendas propuestas deben comunicarse con la administradora 
de la WQCC en la dirección indicada más abajo. 

Todas las personas interesadas tendrán una oportunidad razonable en la audiencia para presentar evidencias, datos, 
puntos de vista y argumentos pertinentes, de forma oral o por escrito; presentar pruebas instrumentales y para 
interrogar a los testigos. 

De conformidad con 20.1.6.202 NMAC, quienes deseen presentar un testimonio técnico deben presentar un aviso 
por escrito de su intención de presentar un testimonio técnico ante la administradora de la WQCC a más tardar a 
las 5:00 p.m., hora de verano de la montaña, del 21 de julio de 2021, 20 días antes de la audiencia.  Los avisos 
de intención de presentar testimonios técnicos deben hacer referencia al nombre de la regulación, la fecha de la 
audiencia y el número de expediente, WQCC 21-26. 

La forma y el contenido del aviso de la intención de presentar un testimonio técnico deberán: 
- Identificar a la persona por quien testificará el testigo o testigos;
- Identificar cada uno de los testigos técnicos que la persona tiene intención de presentar e indicar las
calificaciones de dicho testigo, incluida una descripción de su formación y experiencia laboral;
- Incluir una copia del testimonio directo completo por escrito de cada testigo técnico en forma narrativa;
- Incluir el texto de cualquier modificación recomendada para el cambio regulatorio propuesto; y
- Enumerar y adjuntar todas las pruebas instrumentales que se prevé que ofrezca esa persona en la audiencia,
incluida cualquier declaración propuesta de las razones para la adopción de las normas.

Los avisos de intención de presentar un testimonio técnico se presentarán a: 
Pamela Jones, administradora de la WQCC 
Departamento de Medio Ambiente de Nuevo México 
Edificio Harold Runnels 
P.O. Box 5469 
Santa Fe, NM 87502 
teléfono: (505) 660-4305 
correo electrónico: pamela.jones@state.nm.us 

Aquellos que deseen hacerlo pueden ofrecer comentarios públicos no técnicos en la audiencia o presentar una 
declaración no técnica por escrito en lugar de un testimonio oral en la audiencia o antes de la audiencia.  Los 
comentarios por escrito sobre la norma enmendada propuesta pueden dirigirse a Pamela Jones, administradora de 
la WQCC, a la dirección indicada anteriormente, y deben hacer referencia al número de expediente WQCC 21-26.  
De conformidad con 20.1.6.203 NMAC, cualquier persona puede presentar un registro de comparecencia como 
parte.  El registro de comparecencia deberá presentarse a la administradora de la WQCC, en la dirección indicada 
anteriormente, a más tardar hasta el 21 de julio de 2021, 20 días antes de la fecha de la audiencia. 
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La audiencia se llevará a cabo de acuerdo con los Procedimientos de Elaboración de Normas de la WQCC 20.1.6 
NMAC; la Ley de Calidad del Agua, Secciones 74-6-1 a 74-6-17 NMSA 1978 (1967 según enmendada hasta el 
2019); la Ley de Normas del Estado, Sección 14-4-5.3 NMSA 1978; y otros procedimientos aplicables. 

Si alguna persona requiere asistencia, un intérprete o un aparato auxiliar para participar en este proceso, 
comuníquese con Pamela Jones, administradora de la WQCC, en la dirección anterior, a más tardar hasta el 29 de 
junio de 2021.  (Los usuarios de TDD o TTY pueden acceder al número a través de la Red de Retransmisión de 
Nuevo México, 1-800-659-1779 (voz); los usuarios de TTY: 1-800-659-8331). 

AVISO DE NO DISCRIMINACIÓN:  El NMED no discrimina por motivos de raza, color, nacionalidad, 
discapacidad, edad o sexo en la administración de sus programas o actividades, como lo exigen las leyes y 
reglamentos aplicables.  NMED es responsable de la coordinación de los esfuerzos de cumplimiento y la 
recepción de consultas sobre los requisitos de no discriminación implementados por 40 C.F.R.  Partes 5 y 7, 
incluido el Título VI de la Ley de Derechos Civiles de 1964, según enmendada; Sección 504 de la Ley de 
rehabilitación de 1973; la Ley de Discriminación por Edad de 1975, el Título IX de las Enmiendas de Educación 
de 1972 y la Sección 13 de las Enmiendas de la Ley Federal de Control de la Contaminación del Agua de 1972.  
Si tiene alguna pregunta sobre este aviso o cualquiera de los programas, políticas o procedimientos de no 
discriminación de NMED, puede comunicarse con: Kathryn Becker, coordinadora de no discriminación, NMED, 
1190 St. Francis Dr., Suite N4050, P.O. Box 5469, Santa Fe, NM 87502, (505) 827-2855 o 
nd.coordinator@state.nm.us.  Si cree que ha sido discriminado con respecto a un programa o actividad del 
NMED, puede comunicarse con la coordinadora de no discriminación. 
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      STATE OF NEW MEXICO 
   WATER QUALITY CONTROL COMMISSION 

1190 St. Francis Drive, Room N2150 
Post Office Box 26110 

Santa Fe, New Mexico 87502 
Constituent Agencies Telephone (505) 827-2425     Fax (505) 827-0310 
Environment Department 
Office of State Engineer 
Game and Fish Department 
Oil Conservation Division 
Department of Agriculture 
State Parks Division 
Soil and Water Conservation Commission 
Bureau of Geology and Mineral Resources 
Municipal/County Representative 
Members-at Large 

Minutes of the 
New Mexico Water Quality Control Commission Meeting 

August 8, 2006 
9:00 a.m. 

New Mexico State Capitol, Rm 321 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501  

MEMBERS PRESENT: 
Cindy Padilla  Acting Chair, New Mexico Environment Department 
Cheryl Bada   State Parks Division 
Maxine Goad Member-at-Large 
Edward Vigil Member-at-Large 
Howard Hutchinson  Soil and Water Conservation Commission 
Greg Lewis  Office of the State Engineer 
Mike Sloane  Department of Game & Fish 
Wayne Price  Oil Conservation Division  
Julie Maitland  Department of Agriculture 
Fred Lujan Member-at-Large 
Steve Glass  City of Albuquerque – Municipal/County Representative 

MEMBER ABSENT: 
 Peggy Johnson Bureau of Geology and Mineral Resources 

OTHERS PRESENT: 
Zach Shandler, WQCC Counsel Heidi Henderson NMED/SWQB 
Bill Olson, NMED/GWB Violette Valerio-Hirschfeld, NMED 
Nina Wells, NEMD/SWQB William Schudlich  
Jane DeRose Bamman, NMED/SWQB Frank Weissbarth, Asst. NM Atty. General 
Robert Parmeter Elias Vigil 
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Ann McCampbell Sam Hitt 
Kathryn S. Becker Staci Matlock 
Arnold R. Atkins, MD Kirk Patten, NMG&F 
Felicia Orth, NMED/OOTS  Kit Rousch 
Mike Coffman, NMED/SWQB Rebecca (“Gert”) Perry-Piper 
Ken Mosley Joyce Medina, NMED 

Cindy Padilla, Acting Chair, called the meeting of the WQCC to order at 9:05 a.m.  Ms. Padilla then 
noted that since Ms. Watchman-Moore had returned to the Department, following a leave of absence, 
and resumed her position as Deputy Secretary, she is no longer Interim Deputy Secretary of NMED.  
She further stated that Secretary Curry had requested that she continue to act as Chair of the WQCC.    

Ms. Padilla then introduced Commissioner Julie Maitland who is replacing Tim Darden as the 
representative from the New Mexico Department of Agriculture.  She also mentioned that Ms. Maitland 
had previously served on the Commission.     

Item 1. Roll Call: 

The Commission administrator took roll and noted a quorum was present. 

Item 2. Approval of Agenda 

Action: Mr. Sloane moved to approve the agenda.  Ms. Goad seconded.  The motion passed 
unanimously. 

Item 3. Approval of the June 13, 2006 meeting minutes; approval of the June 29, 2006 
Special Meeting minutes.   

Ms. Goad noted amendments to be made in the June 13, 2006 meeting minutes.   

Action: Mr. Sloane moved to approve the June 13, 2006 meeting minutes as amended.  Ms. 
Goad seconded.  The motion passed unanimously. 

Ms. Goad noted amendments to be made in the June 29, 2006 Special Meeting minutes. 

Action: Mr. Sloane moved to approve the June 29, 2006 Special Meeting minutes as 
amended.  Mr. Lewis seconded.  The motion passed unanimously.   

Item 4. Approval of Final Draft for the Jemez River Watershed (Valles Caldera National 
Preserve to Headwaters) TMDL.  Heidi Henderson, NMED/SWQB.   

Ms. Henderson requested that the Commission approve the adoption of the final draft of this TMDL for 
incorporation into the State’s Water Quality Management Plan.   She noted that under the federal Clean 
Water Act TMDLs must be incorporated into the Water Quality Management Plan to have official 
standing.  She stated that the public notification for this TMDL included a public comment period that 
began May 15th and ended June 13th and that federal public participation requirements had been met.  
She went on to state that the TMDL was made available to the public on the Surface Water Quality 
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Bureau web site, at the public meeting in Jemez Springs as well as upon request.  Public meeting notices 
were mailed, emailed, published and posted on the bureau’s web site and there was a public meeting 
held on May 25, 2006 in Jemez Springs, NM at which nine individuals were present.  She further noted 
that the bureau received various comments from the public and responded to those comments.  Some of 
the requested revisions contained in those comments were incorporated into the Final Draft TMDL.  Ms. 
Henderson discussed why other suggested revisions had not been made.  In conclusion, she stated that 
the final draft version was made available to the Commission and to the public ten days prior to today’s 
hearing.   

Ms. Goad asked Ms. Henderson if the Valles Caldera National Preserve had applied for a Section 319 
grant to repair the area.  Ms. Henderson deferred to Bob Parmeter, who represents the Valles Calderas 
National Preserve, to answer Ms. Goad’s question.  Mr. Parmeter noted that the Preserve concurs with 
the finding of impairment of the streams and went on to note that the Preserve has a preliminary grant 
proposal application for submission to the State Water Trust Fund to establish a monitoring program.  
He went on to note that it is the intention of the Preserve to apply for Section 319 funding to begin 
rehabilitation of a number of areas along the streams.   Mr. Parmeter mentioned that extensive logging in 
the area had contributed substantially to erosion and turbidity issues and that the heavy grazing that has 
occurred over the past 200 years has created serious problems with many stream banks.   

The Chair then opened the public comment period.   

Ms. Rebecca Perry-Piper stated that she had comments she wished to make and also that she had written 
materials she wished to distribute to the Commission.  She then discussed those distributed materials 
with the Commission as well as expressing her views with respect to the proposed TMDL.              

Following a lengthy Commission discussion with NMED staff and Ms. Perry-Piper it was agreed that 
certain revisions would be made to the Final Draft TMDL. 

Action: Mr. Glass moved substitution of the following language for sentence 4 in the current 
TMDL at §7.1, “Stakeholders currently involved in the JWG include members of 
the general public, representatives of acequia associations, water users, private 
landowners, local government, environmental groups, state and federal agencies, 
and some of the Pueblos.”  Mr. Price seconded.   

Ms. Bada stated that she thought the text referred to in the motion should be inserted in addition to the 
current language §7.1 not substituted for that language.   

At the request of the Chair, Mr. Glass restated his motion and moved the insertion 
of the following language as the fifth sentence at §7.1, page 53 of the current TMDL, 
and at page 4 of the Watershed Restoration Action Strategy:  “Stakeholders 
currently involved in the JWG include members of the general public, 
representatives of acequia associations, water users, private landowners, local 
government, environmental groups, state and federal agencies, and some of the 
Pueblos.”  Mr. Price seconded.  The motion carried unanimously.     
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The Chair mentioned earlier discussion regarding Mr. Lewis’s suggestion that the cover page of the 
TMDL be revised to include the map currently appearing at page 7 of the document.  The Commission 
then discussed with Ms. Perry-Piper what might be the most helpful manner in which to revise the cover 
page of the TMDL.  There was discussion with NMED staff regarding what additional language they 
considered appropriate on the cover page.  There was additional discussion with NMED staff relating to 
the inclusion of language in the TMDL Executive Summary indicating that the stream segments that are 
the subject of this TMDL are part of the larger watershed that eventually drains to the Rio Grande.      

Action: Mr. Glass moved that the following language be added, parenthetically, to the cover 
page of the TMDL “East Fork Jemez River and Jaramillo Creek VCNP Boundary 
to Headwaters” and that a second sentence be added to the TMDL Executive 
Summary stating that the Jemez River Watershed is tributary to the Rio Grande. 
Ms. Bada seconded.  The motion carried unanimously. 

Commission discussion with Ms. Perry-Piper followed regarding the use of personal address 
information obtained by the Department.   Mr. Sloane suggested that the Department send letters to 
those property owners whose names and addresses are used making clear that the information would be 
utilized only in the context of notify them of pending official Department matters.  There was also 
discussion with Department staff requesting the development of a standardized list of definitions of 
terms which would be used in all future TMDLs.    

Action: Mr. Glass moved that the Commission adopt the Final Draft of the Jemez 
River Watershed, Valles Caldera National Preserve TMDL, as amended,  
into the Water Quality Management Plan.  Ms. Bada seconded. The motion 
carried unanimously.  

Item 5. Deliberation and possible decision in WQCC 05-14(R), In the Matter of the 
Petition by the Dept. of Game & Fish for the Use of Piscicides to Restore the Native 
Fish Community in the Rio Costilla Watershed, Taos County, heard February 22, 
2006, by Felicia Orth, NMED Hearing Officer.   

The Chair introduced Felicia Orth, NMED Hearing Officer and requested that she present her comments 
relating to this case.  Ms. Orth discussed her Hearing Officer’s Report at some length.  She specifically 
referred to written public comments, copies of which were distributed to the Commission, that she had 
received regarding the use of piscicides in the Rio Costilla Watershed.  She noted that all notice 
protocols to downstream users had been performed.  Additionally, she mentioned that she would 
recommend conditioning any Commission approval on the issues set out by the Surface Water Quality 
Bureau in its document dated December 6, 2005.   

Discussion on this matter was initiated by Ms. Goad who stated that she wanted to make very sure that 
specific language was included in any motion before the Commission that would prohibit aerial 
application.  Mr. Sloane, as the representative on the Commission from the Game & Fish Department, 
answered member questions relating to the scope and focus of the proposed project.  Ms. Goad and Mr. 
Sloane discussed the need for appropriate procedures in mixing and applying the piscicides.   
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The Chair noted that the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, Closing Arguments, the Hearing 
Officer’s Report and recommendations for the Commission that have been filed in this case provide in-
depth case information as well as setting out options for Commission action.        

Action: Mr. Price moved to approve the request made by the Game & Fish Department 
for the Use of Piscicides to Restore the Native Fish Community in the Rio Costilla 
Watershed, Taos County.   Ms. Bada seconded. 

Mr. Hutchinson asked Mr. Price if the motion included the Hearing Officer’s suggestion regarding the 
inclusion of the recommendations from NMED.  Additionally, Ms. Goad asked if the motion included 
her recommendation prohibiting aerial application.  Mr. Price answered both questions in the 
affirmative. 

After a short discussion, Ms. Orth stated that if the Commission considered the Findings of Fact and  
Conclusions of Law submitted by Mr. Weissbarth and the Game & Fish Department, which she had  
recommended for Commission adoption, the final order in this case would state that the Commission 
accepted her report, her recommendation to adopt the Findings and Conclusions submitted by Game & 
Fish and its counsel and, that the petition be approved with the two conditions mentioned by Mr. 
Hutchinson and Ms. Goad.   

Mr. Shandler pointed out to the Commission that in approving this petition it is not required to state why  
it did not accept the criticism of a party but he felt it was appropriate to build a public record.  He 
mentioned the 99% genetic purity standard statement referenced in Dr. McCampbell and Mr. Hitt’s 
Findings and Conclusions, at paragraph 9.  He noted that there was no reference to this issue in the  
Petitioner’s findings and conclusions and asked if anyone wished to comment on the purity standard  
matter.  Mr. Sloane stated that the 99% purity standard was adopted in the Long Range Management  
Plan for Rio Grande Cutthroat Trout and was used in the status review that was conducted by the U. S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service as the standard against which it judges whether populations would count 
toward listing as an endangered species.  He noted also that there is a letter referenced in the case 
documentation from the Fish and Wildlife Service stating that 99% standard is what it would use to  
determine whether population counts toward listing.         

Mr. Shandler mentioned the need for Commission discussion relating to piscicides and the Valle Vidal 
as set out in Petitioner’s Findings of Facts numbered 57 and 58.  He went on to state that Commission  
members should review those findings and make sure that they concur.   

There was Commission discussion regarding the referenced findings, the Valle Vidal status as an 
ONRW and the perceived impact of piscicides.    

Mr. Shandler noted that the next point for additional discussion was the fact that Game & Fish was in 
the process of writing an environmental analysis and mention had been made of an Environmental 
Impact Statement.  Mr. Sloane stated that he did not believe that the Commission needed to rely on any 
environmental assessment or any federal process to make a decision and move forward.  He went on to 
say that those are separate matters.  He noted that NEPA is a entirely separate from the Commission’s 
decision making process.   Ms. Orth added that documents provided relating to NPDES and NEPA were 
solely for member information and not to be used as a basis for member decision making.   
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Mr. Shandler brought up for Commission consideration those issues contained in the McCampbell/Hitt 
Findings and Conclusions at paragraph 4 relating to the efficacy of requiring a small area pilot program 
to determine impact.  Ms. Orth stated that at the hearing on this matter, she did not hear or take into the 
record substantial evidence which would support the distinction between what was proposed by the 
Petitioner and what is described in the referenced paragraph 4.  Mr. Hutchinson and Ms. Orth discussed 
the fact that this matter is not a rulemaking issue but falls under the designation of Part 16, Special 
Approval.   A lengthy discussion was conducted with Mr. Hutchinson relating to knowledge within the 
membership that bears on this issue but is not necessarily in the administrative record.  Mr. Shandler 
stated that members were allowed to bring their specialized knowledge to a deliberation but cautioned 
against bringing in anything that was not in the record.   Ms. Orth added comments relating to the 
concept of what constitutes administrative notice.   Discussion continued regarding the types of 
piscicides that would be used by Game & Fish and the need for caution in applying them.   

Additionally, Mr. Shandler mentioned paragraph 5 of the McCampbell-Hitt Findings and Conclusions 
requesting Mr. Sloane recuse himself from voting on this petition.  Mr. Shandler noted that under statute 
Mr. Sloane was not required to recuse himself from voting.        

Mr. Glass asked that the motion be amended to include McCampbell-Hitt Findings 
and Conclusions paragraph 4, subparagraphs a. and b. in their entirety and in the 
case of subparagraph h. as follows:  specifically analyzing downstream for acetone, 
diethyl phthalate (in the case of Fintrol use), rotenone and rotenolone (in the case of 
rotenone use) as well as diethylene glycol ethyl ether and 1-methyl-2 pyrrolidone (in 
the case of CFT Legumine use), analysis of the water for the indicated chemicals 
during the treatment period would be adequate and once the chemicals are no 
longer detected downstream there would be no further need to analyze and, finally, 
the samples should be taken at a point downstream where the pulse would be and if, 
for instance, 30 minutes after the treatment is applied and perhaps two hours after 
treatment is applied if traces cannot be found where the pulse would be, then testing 
would be done.    

Following the introduction of these proposed amendments, a discussion regarding the difficulties 
inherent in testing in the manner described by Mr. Glass was held.  It was suggested by Mr. Sloane that 
since the tests are actually performed in Albuquerque, testing could more reasonably be done at three 
intervals when the piscicides are applied, during application, 24 hours after initial application and 48 
hours after initial application.   He added that testing is ordinarily done below the detoxification center 
or at some specific place downstream that is meaningful.  Mr. Sloane explained that Game & Fish has 
performed similar procedures in the past based upon orders issued by the Commission.   

Mr. Glass continued his request for amendment of the motion asking to include additional McCampbell-
Hitt Findings contained in paragraph 4, subparagraph i. relating to the testing of lake sediment for 
rotenone and rotenolone.  Mr. Sloane pointed out that testing stream sediment would probably not 
provide any meaningful data.  Mr. Glass also suggested that subparagraphs m. and n. be included in its 
entirety.   

Mr. Glass moved for a friendly amendment to Mr. Price’s original motion to 
include the sampling described above with the limitation on in-stream sampling 
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to during treatment, 24 hours after treatment and 48 hours after treatment.  With 
respect to lakes, sample both water column and sediment before any water is 
released from a reservoir.  Said samples should be taken at one foot below the 
surface, mid-column, and one foot above the sediment.   Mr. Price accepted the 
inclusion of Mr. Glass’s friendly amendments into his original motion.  

Mr. Shandler mentioned a reference in the Hearing Officer’s Report at page 75 regarding Ramon 
Pacheco, who is part of the Sangre de Cristo Growers.  Mr. Pacheco grows organic wheat.  He is  
concerned that the piscicides will have a negative impact upon livestock and agriculture.  Additionally, 
he was concerned about the possible loss of organic certification for produced crops.  Mr. Sloane noted 
that the evidence in the record from the Organic Commodities Commission indicates that antimycin has 
no affect on organic certification.  Mr. Sloane stated he believed that if antimycin/fintrol were  
acceptable then rotenone products would be acceptable but it is not 100% clear from the record.  He 
also noted that the organic farms are quite distant from the water.     

A roll call vote was taken and the motion, with all accepted amendments, carried, 
 8 votes in the affirmative; 1 vote in the negative and 2 votes abstaining. 

Commission vote  
Cindy Padilla yes 
Greg Lewis yes 
Wayne Price yes 
Cheryl Bada yes 
Steve Glass yes 
Julie Maitland abstained 
Mike Sloane yes 
Howard Hutchinson no 
Maxine Goad abstained 
Edward Vigil  yes 
Fred Lujan yes 

Item 6. Deliberation and possible decision re:  Amendments to 20.7.4 NMAC  
Pursuant to 2005 statutory changes to NMSA 1978, §§61-33-1, 66-33-10 
(HB153), WQCC 06-01 (R); Utility Operators Certification Regulations.   

Kit Rousch and William Schudlich were seated as members of the  
Commission in this matter.  

The Chair noted after consulting with Mr. Shandler that the Commission deliberations would be based 
solely upon the record since no Hearing Officer’s Statement has been prepared relating to this matter. 

Ms. Goad stated that she had reviewed Attachment 2 to the Statement of Reasons and compared those 
documents with what was proposed at the June hearing and thought that each Commission requested 
revision had been made.    

The Chair expressed appreciation for the Department’s work relating to handling the concerns that were 
set out by Commissioners.   
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There was lengthy discussion regarding levels of laboratory technician certification as they relate to the 
difficulty of tests performed at a facility.  There was also discussion about the concept of population 
based laboratory qualification requirements as well as what would be workable alternatives to that 
concept which would  reflect the complexity of the tests.   

Mr. Glass proposed that additional language be added to NMED’s Proposed Statement of  
Reasons under Section 20.7.4.29, Utility Operators Certification Advisory Board, creating a new  
paragraph at G.(1)(d),  proposing criteria for the classification of wastewater laboratory technicians 
based on the complexity of analytical work performed.    

Discussion continued regarding whether an operator of a small facility should be required to obtain 
laboratory technician certification.  After discussion, Mr. Glass suggested that new paragraph G.(1)(d)   
also include a reference to text from line 3  at page 108 through line 11 at page 109 of the Transcript of  
Proceedings in this case.  Mr. Rousch pointed out that it seemed unnecessary to him that someone would 
be required to acquire separate lab technician certification for a number of tests that an operator would 
not be running just so that operator could do process control testing.  

The Chair pointed out to the Commission that the role of Utility Operators Advisory Board is to  
answer questions or provide clarification to the Commission at any juncture in a proceeding regarding 
matters which would require the Board’s expertise.  

Mr. Glass moved to amend the text in Section 20.7.4.29, Utility Operators 
Certification Advisory Board, by creating a new paragraph at G.(1)(d), assigning 
responsibility to the Advisory Board for developing criteria for the classification of 
wastewater laboratory technicians based on the complexity of analytical work 
performed, as well as adding appropriate explanatory language referencing text 
from line 3  at page 108 through line 11 at page 109 of the Transcript of Proceedings 
in this case, into NMED’s Statement of Reasons and the Amendments to 20.7.4 
NMAC Pursuant to 2005 statutory changes to NMSA 1978, §§61-33-1, 66-33-10 
(HB153), WQCC 06-01 (R); Utility Operators Certification Regulations.  Mr. Price 
seconded. 

Action: The Chair called the question of Mr. Glass’s motion for additional text in NMED’s 
Statement of Reasons at Section 20.7.4.29 paragraph G.(1)(d) as stated above.  The 
motion carried unanimously. 

Action: Mr. Glass moved to adopt the Regulations and NMED’s Statement of Reasons as 
amended.  Ms. Goad seconded.  The motion carried unanimously. 

Item 7. Executive session to discuss settlement offer pursuant to 10-15-2-H7; WQCC 
and NMED v. Richard Garcia, CV2005-1091, First Judicial District Court,  
Santa Fe County, New Mexico. 

Action: Mr. Sloane moved that the Board go into executive session to discuss the case 
of WQCC and NMED v. Richard Garcia, CV2005-1091, First Judicial District 
Court, Santa Fe County, New Mexico.  Ms. Bada seconded.   
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A roll call vote was taken and the motion carried unanimously. 

Commission vote  
Cindy Padilla yes 
Greg Lewis yes 
Wayne Price yes 
Cheryl Bada yes 
Steve Glass yes 
Julie Maitland yes 
Mike Sloane yes 
Howard Hutchinson yes 
Maxine Goad yes 
Edward Vigil  yes 
Fred Lujan yes 

The Chair requested that all persons other than Commission members leave the meeting while the 
Commission conducted its executive session. 

The Commission returned from executive session. 

Mr. Glass stated that during the executive session the Commission discussed only issues pertaining to 
WQCC and NMED v. Richard Garcia, CV2005-1091, First Judicial District Court, Santa Fe County 
New Mexico and pursuant to 10-14-27 and no other matters.     

Action: Ms. Maitland moved that the Board reconvene in open session following 
The executive session to discuss the case of WQCC and NMED v. Richard 
Garcia, CV2005-1091, First Judicial District Court, Santa Fe County, New Mexico.  
Mr. Lewis seconded.   

A roll call vote was taken, the motion carried unanimously. 

Commission vote  
Cindy Padilla yes 
Greg Lewis yes 
Wayne Price yes 
Cheryl Bada yes 
Steve Glass yes 
Julie Maitland yes 
Mike Sloane yes 
Howard Hutchinson yes 
Maxine Goad yes 
Edward Vigil  yes 
Fred Lujan yes 

The Chair stated that she would entertain a motion relating to an offer of settlement in this case. 
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Action: Mr. Vigil moved that the Commission accept the offer of settlement proposed 
in the matter of  WQCC and NMED v. Richard Garcia, CV2005-1091, First 
Judicial District Court, Santa Fe County, New Mexico, presented by Kathryn 
Becker of the Office of General Counsel of NMED and Zachary Shandler, 
Commission.  Ms. Goad seconded.   

A roll call vote was taken, the motion carried unanimously. 

Commission vote  
Cindy Padilla yes 
Greg Lewis yes 
Wayne Price yes 
Cheryl Bada yes 
Steve Glass yes 
Julie Maitland yes 
Mike Sloane yes 
Howard Hutchinson yes 
Maxine Goad yes 
Edward Vigil  yes 
Fred Lujan yes 

Item 8. Other business:  

Bill Olson, Bureau Chief, Ground Water Bureau distributed copies of the new WQCC regulations.  

Mr. Glass asked for an update on the Joint Petition for Rehearing in the Court of Appeals relating to the  
Phelps Dodge Tyrone case.  Mr. Shandler noted that since the Court of Appeals denied the motion for  
rehearing, the next step in the process would be the filing of an Application for Writ of Certiorari with 
the Supreme Court.  It is the intention of NMED to file the application and if the Supreme Court grants 
it, the case will then be heard by that Court. 

The Chair noted that the Commission member packets had included information relating to the Rio  
Puerco TMDL September 12, 2006 public hearing meeting to be held in Cuba, New Mexico.  The  
hearing will deal with the revised final draft TMDL for the Rio Puerco.     

Item 9. Next meeting – September 12, 2006, Cuba, New Mexico 

Item 10. Adjournment:   

Mr. Sloane moved for adjournment.  Mr. Glass seconded the motion.  The motion 
for adjournment passed unanimously.  The meeting adjourned at 2:45 p.m. 

___________________________________________ 
Chair of the Water Quality Control Commission 
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